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Introduction 

This paper presents the theory of a model .of concurrent systems called f#o!ar 

s~~~chronirarion sch~n~cs (bp schemes). The model is hased on a class of Petri nets. 

The theory we develop is oriented toward the synthesis of well-behaved bp schemes. 
The main motivation i., *o deertl our understanding of the relationships between 

choice and concurrency in a systemscontext. More specifically. we wish to understand 
why certain means of combinmg alternative and concurrent courses of actions lead 
to ‘good’ distributed systems. To achieve this goal. we ask: What are the propr 
means of combining alternative and concurrent courses of actions that result in on/y 

and nil ‘gnc~l’ systems? 
A Cr?ldC translation in programming terms would sound as tallows. Consider a 

class of concurrent programs in which the order of execution of the statements is 
solely determined by the control structures of the programs; there is no scheduler. 
hidden in the background. which ensures that the value of a variable is not altered 
in two portions of the program concurrently during execution. Suppose that for 

each program its control structure is composed out of the ‘;‘construct which enforces 

the ‘followed by’ ordering relation: the 11. (t 11 construct which signals the initiation 

(termination) of one out of a set of alternative courses of actions; the P,\Kniicin+ 

(I*I\HI,NI)I construct which signals the initiation (tcrmiilation) of a set of concurrent 
courses of actions. We then ash: How should thchc coilctructs be put together so 
that the resulting program is ‘consistent” ? By consistent. we mean at this stage that 

the control flow dots not Icad to deadlocks and ir is guaranteed that two statements 
which share a variable wili never cnecutc concurrently. 

Wc should like to caution the rcadcr that we have given the a&be translation 
mcrclg in order to convey our concerns in more familiar terms. Our statement of 
the prohlom in propr:\mming terms is naive and misleading in a number of important 
rcspccts. In the latter part of the paper. however. wc attach a computational 
interpretation to our model. It will then be possible to discuss and evaluate in more 
prc<icc terms. what implication\ out work has for the theory of concurrent programs. 

Returning to our original lint of thought. the problem as stated is very vague. 
gcncr:ll and hard. Hcncc :I\ a first \tcp. wc propose to carry out our ctudy in a 

4pccilic and rc>trictcd setting. LVc f(~rmul;ltc the bp schcmc model precisely in order 
10 \ct up SllCh il setting. 

NOH for ;I few words about the model. A bp scheme consists of a directed graph 

\+hich rcprcscnts the structure of the syktcm under study. Token distributions over 
the ,lrc\ capture the distrihutcd. generalised states of the system. We consider 
dirc’ctcd Sr:rphs which have two kinds of nodes called ~-II&S and &-no&~. T -ncKlc% 

arc IIMI to model the branching and merging of altcrnativc courses of actions. 
S-node\ ilrc usctl to I~oJ~I the forking and ,jcGing crf c*oncurrcnt courses action\. 
M’L* ~~IxY t\\o hind\ of tokcnh. called t I-tokens (IIK,II tohens) and L.-tokens (I.()\% 

~O~SIW). on the :ws to rcprcscnt the Ji\trihutcd state of the system. H-tokens art’ 

II\LXI to tlL*ncjte the cc~nimis\ic~n\ of actions. I.-tohens are used to e.vp/icitly represent 



the otnissiom of actions (as a result of choices made between alternative courses 

of actions). 

The dynamics of the system is modelled by the franrition TM!L’O which specify how 

local transformations in the token distribution are effected rhrough the firings of 

nodes. The transition rules exploit the notion of L-tokens tp capture what a good 

flow of control is. in the preser1c.z of choice (v) and division (&) of work in a 

concurrent system. This leads to the concept of a well hehaoeil bp scheme. We ,hcrl 

study the problem of synthesising well behaved bp schemes. 

Formulating interrelated models of concurrent systems is a major activity within 

the net theory of systems and processes [ 19.41. In this senie. our work may bc 

viewed as a fragment of this general theory of systems. In purticular, a bp &eme 

can be interpreted in terms of the basic system model of net theory called Condi- 

tion/Event system\ [4]. Our schemes can also be viewed 11s a sub-class of the 

higher-level net model called Predicate/Transition nets [S] and the closely r&ted 

Coloured Petri nets [IO]. and Relation nets [Xl. 

In the context of the synthesis problem we propose to a;tack. the papers by 

Jadwani and Jump [ IZ] and Valette [ZS] deserve mention. 1-1 both these papers. 

the pro&u .)E refining free choice nets (which arc a restrict .d class of Petri nets) 

while p~+*~crAng properties such as liveness and safety is considered. Our work is 

also. at lcast in spirit. related to that of Lauer et al. [ 151 who mvestigate the syntax 

of path expressions that have the so-called ai;equacy property. Finally. the approach 

taken by Milncr [ 171, who studies concurrent sy3tcms from the very beginning front 

the synthesis standpoint. has also been a source of inspir;rtio.*. 

The computational interpretation that wc ;cttach to well-behaved bp scheme\ 

yields a kind of tlow chart model of a class of ‘well formed’ concurrent pr.qrams. 

This part of our research has been strongly intluenccd by lh< work Mazurkieutcz 

has carried out for d more general class of nets [ 161. %e t.e!, ditierencc is the wa) 

in which our intcrp&ation is interwoven with the theory of rhe underlying class of 

ncth. It will bc convenient to postpone the rcvicw of other related bvork to the 

concluding part of the paper. 

The org.rnization of the papr is as follows. In the next sectaon. we rapidly rtcicw 

the theor) of live and safe marked graphs which are a well understood sub-clas:, of 

nets. In Section 2. we formulate the bp scheme model as a generalization of live 

and safe: marked gr;.phs. We then define the notion of well behabedness. In Sections 3 

and 4 we develop xome analysis results concerning bp schemes. In Section 3, we 

$how where bp sc:lemcs fit within the hierarchy of known classes of nets. Exploiting 

their respective theorieq, we then obtain an important necessary condition, csset:tially 

in terms of its structure. for a bp scheme to be well bekaved. In Section 4. we prove 

a sort of all-or-none property about the slate space of a well behaved bp scheme 

and derive some ust~ful consequences of this property. 

Though these results are interesting in their own right. th4r main function is to 

aid in solving the synthesis problem. This is done in the suhquent two sedions. 

In Section S we prcscnt our synthesis procedure which basicsHy consists of starting 



with a ‘trivial’ well behaved bp scheme and repeatedly applying a small set of 
transformation rules. We show that this cxmstruction is consistent in that it yields 

only well behaved bp schemes. In Section 6, the only part of the paper which is 
rather technical, we establish the completeness of the synthesis procedure; every 
well behaved scheme can be constructed using our technique. 

Section 7 provides a computational interpretation for a class of well behaved hp 

schcmcs. Stated hricfly. wc allocate variables to the arcs. tr?*t prculicatr- to the 
T-nodes and operations to the &-nodes of a scheme. What i$ then obtained is a 
flow chart representation of a rxxxurrent program. which. by construction. is 

guaranteed to satisfy a set of consistency criteria. 
In thd last section. we summarize the c.>ntents of the paper and take one more 

look at rthtd work. 

1. Live and safe marked gr8pbs 

We shall formulate hp schcmeh a> a gcncralization of live and \;ifc marked graphs. 
tlcncc. a\ a fint \tcp. wc hricfly rcvicw the rclcvant portions of the theory of live 

and safe marked graph>. the carlicst part of ‘token mathematics’ of net theory. In 
doing so. WC shall also dcvclop )romc basic terminology that H’C need throughout 
the rest of the paper. 

In what fallows. hl and 2 dcnotc the set of non-negative integers and intcpcn. 
rqxctivcly. If .Y ih a set then I.YI dcnotcs it\ citrdmality and S* the free monoid 
generated by X If u is iI scy~~e~we of h!,mhols then. risking confusion. wc will Ict 

if4 dcnotc the Icngth of tr. I-or a s!mhol Y. /vi, is the numltcr of times x appcam 
in the qucncc (r. A is the null hcqucncc and IhI =O. 

For our purpo>cs, dircctcd graphs which in gcncral ma> contain multiple arcs 
and self-loop arc rcquircd. So our notion of it dircctcd graph (dipraph) is the 
following. 



Let Ci = ( \‘. A : 0. Z) be a digraph and c’ E V. Then. 

‘~1 = {a E A’Zfa) = u) is the set of input arcs of u. 

1” = {a E A (?(a) = t-J is the set of outpcct arcs of r 

A directed pith is a non-null sequence of arcs II = CI,,U, . . . ti,, such that for 

0~ i c II. Z(n,) = O(a,, ,). If C&u,,) = 14 and Z(a,,j = G then II is sitid to he a directed 
path of length n+ I from 14 to c. I/ is said to JMUS thmcgk (c~~~a;rt) the arc h. itf 

11/j,, > 0. II is said to he a directed circ14ir iff O(a,,) = Z(a,, 1. II is called an elrmcntur) 
directed circuit iff /I is a directed cirruit and no proper subsequ+:nce oi II is also a 

dirtxzted circuit. If II is not a directed circuit and no proper 4xequence of II is 
also a directed circuit. then /I is sa,d to be an acyclic directed path. 

The digraph G = ( \/. A ; 0. Z) i.; said to be corweccred iff for every non-!rivial 

partition {U. W) of V (/I, W f Q. U n W =d. U u W = VI, there is an arc h with 
O( h) E U and Z( h) t- War Q( h) E W and Z(h) E U. G is said to he .sfrongly connected 

iff for non-trivial partition (11. W) of \‘. there are arm h, and bJ dch that O( h,) E U. 

Z(h,bc W. O(h)c W and Z(b2)c CJ. 

Ail digraphs considered in this peer, unless otherwise stated :rre assumed to bc 

connected. In addition. we will b: dealing with directed patl \ only. Hence. for 

brevity. we almost always drop I :e qualifying ‘directed’ in t:+rkinp ahJut paths. 

circuits. etc. 
Let G = ( \‘. A: 0.2) he a digraph. Then a ntarki,~g of G is a function M : A + N. 

!f hc A and ,2f( hb = k. then in diagrams this will be indicated by placing k lokerls 
on h. An cnample of a digraph together with a marking ih sho1.n in Fig. 1.1. 

DeHnitian 1.2. Let (i - ( I’. A: 0. ZI he a dipraph. M a marki ~g of G and II = 
U,,U, . . . (1, a path of Ci. Then. 

( I ) .%I( /I) denote5 !hc k*ke,r !oad of li under ,zI and is c&ned 9s M(U) = 
x:‘. () M(q). 



(2) II is said IO he token free iff .4f( II) = 0. 

(3) II is called a basic circuit of G at .M iti II is an rlementq circuit of G :md 
.I/(ll) = I. 

Markings of a digraph may he chanped through the firing of nodes ;tcwrdinp to 
the following rule. 

Definition 1.3. Let C; = I 1’. A: 0.2) hc 41 dipritph. .\I ;I milrking of G and L’ il 
node. Then the rmtnifiw~ rrrk for morkcd graphs is itpplicahle to v ( r may ,tiw: I 
i$ h‘rcrhk) ;tt M ifi ;III input arcs of r itrc‘ non-zero marked (M(h) 5‘0 for Citch 
h c ‘1.). When L‘ ,fires ;lt M. il new marking .\I’ is reitchcd which is given by 



WC can at last start looking at marked graphs. 

Dtlidtior 1.5. A marked graph is a quintuple MG = ( V, A; 0. % M,,) where G = 
( V. A; 0.2) is a digraph and M,, is a marking of Ci called the rr;i:in/ marking. 

Livcness and safctl arc two fundamental propertics of marked graphs. 

Dcliritbt 1.6. Let hl<i = ( C: i\; 0. Z. %I,,) bc a marked graph. Then 
( I) MG is liw itf for every marking df’ c [M,,) and for every node L’ E \‘, there 

is an %f”~ [M’) such that L‘ is firable at ,V”. 
(I!) MG is safe ifI for every marking AI’ E [Al,,) and every ar I h E A, M’(h) s I. 

The marked graph shown in Fig. I. 1 is live and safe. Let G = t V A: 0. Z) be a 
dipraph and hl a marking af G. Then G is said to he live (safe) at ,II iH the marked 

graph ( V. A; 0. Z. Mb is live (Nlf :). The results concerning marked graphs that we 
now mention without proofs have twn assembled from [3] am. [6]. 

Tbeorea 1.7. Let MG = ( V, A: f, Z. M,,) be a marked g,aph /I a path in Xi 

leading from node u to v and $7 a firing sequence at M,, Iettding to the mnrking XI 

( M,~a,.if ). 7hw. 

Theorems 1.8. Let XKi = ( V. A; 0. Z, .Zl,,) be (1 marked gmph ~trd II (I circuit of 
MG. Ten for ecery marking M E [MO], M( II ) = A&( II ). 

Tbewem 1.9. Let MG = ( \‘. A; 0. Z. %f,,) be c( marked graph. Then : 
( I ) M<i is lilr (fl for ercry circuit /I of MG, %I,,( /I) b 0. 

(2) SIG is lit-e jff C; = ( V. A: 0, Z) is live 41 every M c: [M,,]. 

‘Iktor~~ 1.10. L~I hlG = ( V. A: 0. Z. M(l) he a marked graph. %lG is live ctnd safe 
ifl: 

( I b For erery cinait /I of MG, &f,,( /I) z 0. 
( 2) For erery OR- h. there is a circuit II with M( Ii) = I whit h passes through 15. 

Tkeom l-11. Lef Jl(i = ( V. A; 0, Z. M,,) be a live and safe marked graph. Then: 

( II For ciq- M c [.W,,]. Ci = ( V. A; 0. Z) is live and safe ut M. 

( 2) For every M .%I’ t [Ad,,]. M’ E [Al). 
( 3) Mti is cot~red hi basic circrcits, i.e., G is covered by elementary circuits with 

token load I ar IV,,. Chnsequently. G is strongly connected. 

For stating the nrxt result, we need some additional notions. 
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LCI (i = t b’. A: 0, Z) be a &graph and M a marking oi G. Then the binary 

relation ‘. ,, ‘; V x V is given by 

vc,.12+ v: 1’1 ‘<,,Cz iff there is a token free path from 

ti, to c2 at M. 

$ou let \I<; = I \‘. A; f). Z. .%I,,) be a live marked graph and M c [M,,]. Then c ,, 

IS trretlexive since HC demand a path to be composed out of a non-null sequence 

r,f ;~rcs ;md Theorem 1 .Y tells us that for every circuit II. M~II) ‘;- 0. <- ,, is clearly 

tr;uwitivc which then implies that rr ,, is asymmetric. Thus t L’: /, 1 is a strict partial 

cwclc:.. WC note that the minimal elements of ( V; c’ ,, ) arc exactly the set of nodes 

th;ct ,lrc concurrently tiruhlc ;It .\I. <iivcn ,M t [ Sf,,] and L’ \‘. the relation c: ,I can 

Iw ~r.ctl tft detcrminc the ‘least work’ one has to do IO obtain a marking %I itit 

*which I’ bwtmcs tirable. 

Itr bring this out. WC need to introduce an cquall) conrenicnt idea. L~I %lCi = 

t \‘. A; 0. Z. .Sf,,b tw iI murk4 graph and t“ t’. IXI ,W. AI ( [M,] id IT F V* such 

th,tf .V[ er).\f ‘. ‘I hen II is wid to be a r.-rrtahlirtg seq~~ncc of ,%I ifi I’ is firable at 

.\I’. II I\ il rninimul ~-~~Ming scqucncr at .M it1 it is r-enabling sequence :rt %I 

;md ltrr c\cr! 1 ~4~n;ibling wqucncc tr’ al %I. /crI - it/j. 
I hcrc is a clcre and general relationship between the two notions introduced 

;~tn~\r. WC shilll h~nwvcr *tatc the rclcvant result cmly for live marked grdphc. 
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Theorem 1.14. Let MS = ( V, A; Q, 2, M,,) he a live and safe marked graph. 31 

[M,,] and v E V. Then there exists a v-exlremal marking M’ r 1 ,%I I. ~~w~Iv. I ir r/rc* 

minimum element of the strict partial order ( V; c %I ). In olhvr wn.rcl NI ,W there I> 

a token Jree path Jronr c to every node w c V - { v 1. 

Proof. The proof easily follows from the previous results. 

The only result which is not explicitly mcnttoned in the p11hl~4~tl litcr,lttrrc I* 

the followinp. 

Proof. As pointed out carlicr (The ,rem I. I I ). Ci = t V. A: 0. Z is srronpl) con- 

nected. Hence. G is covered by the set of p;tths of finite length ti at Icad to I’. AX 

d result, it is sufficient to show that 6 ::cry tinite path leading IO I. * mark4 in the 

same w;iy hy Ml ;ind hf!. TO this ~,d. ICI /I == u,,u, . (I,, IN iJ p;~t:r with %r N,,) _ I. 
The proof is hy inducticpn on I =: (I/( f = n * I J. 

f I ) I = I. c is firablc at 31, and %I,: MC; is safe. Hcncc ,\/,t N,,) :: I 7 .I/:( II,,I. 

(2) /.-I. Then /I, =a,~,. II,, is a path of Icnpth I - I IC’AXI~ t(J I. I#\ thr: 

induction hypothesis. for I c i- II. ,V,l~,t - ,C/,(cc, ). Supptw that fJ(cr,,, - 1’. I hen 

/I is a circuit and hy Theorem 1.8. M,f//t = .Zf,r //I. We can nou’ ccmcludc that 

.\!,(a,,) = ,C/,(cr,,l. 

So assume that Ofu,,, = II # c. Then there is a token free r;lth /if’ from I’ to II at 

.%I, since ,%I, is r-cxtrcmal. Let II” bc the crmcatenation of /I’ witl, /I t/l’ ftrllowcd 

hy /I). Then II” is a circuit and once again by Theorem 13. M,t//‘r - ,\/J//“I. Ihts 

implics that M,f//“b = .M,(//‘)t M,(u,,Jt M,(//, I- M,l//‘~t .lll(u,,~ + V~//,I - 
.%fJ //“j. By the induction hypofhcsis. b/,C //, I = ,%f,t//, J: by the cNntrlK’t~4JJI of /I’. 

,M,t//‘) = 0: hy definttion, M?(//‘) +JO. Hrncc M,Ia,,) .- ,M,(u,,I. 
In a similar fashicm. hc considering a token free wth from L’ to 14 ;(I .I/.. HC’ can 

show that jll,faS.t -T M,(a,,t. Hcncc %/,tu,,) = .%fJu,,t. : 

We conclude this rcvicw of marked graphs with the adoption trf 1 uwful convcn- 

tion. l.et %I<; = f V. A: C). 2. M,,, he a safe marked graph. and M (M,,j. Ihen for 

cvrry arc b c A. Mf h) L 0 or ,%I( h) = I. I‘huc M is the characteristtc functron of the 

4net of arcs which carry a token dt .V, With this in mind. from flow on wc shall 

represent a marking in ttz full marking class of a safe marked grlvh in either cme 

of two equivalent ways. As a 47snct I’ ’ .rcs whic,h carry a token at the given 

marking. or as the corrcqmdinr dracteristic Isuction. Thus tbr oaample. rf 

I V. A: U. % MI is a safe marked gr.aph and cc V. ‘cc ,W woulc! imply that I’ is 

firahlc at M If M[L’).V’. then M’=f.M-f’crt~~ L’. 
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In our fortttalism. the structure of a system is represented by a digraph with two 
kinds of nodes 

fkylbr 2.1. A bi@ur graph (bp graph) is a quintuple BG = ( V,, V,. A; 0. Z) 
where r/, n V, =t) and l VT v b’&. A; Z) is a digraph. 

The set cd n&es of a bp graph BG. V = V,u V, is divided into t-nodes and 
&-nndcr. In diagrams, a t-node (&-nodei will be drawn as a box carrying the 
inscriptitm V (&). The graph-theoretic terminology and notations that were intro- 

duced tn the previous section are carried over to bp graphs in the obvious way. The 

underlying dipraph of BG will be denoted as %. 
As menticmed earlier. t-nodes will be used to model the branching and merging 

CP~ ;tlternatire courses of actions. The &-nodes will be used to model the forking 
and joining of concurrent courts of actions. In addition, anticipating the contents 
of !4ectitm 7, V-nodes will represent the tests and &-nodes the atomic actions 

ttransformaticms of variables) associated with the system. To illustrate the main 
i,Jea it is perhaps useful to consider some examples. 

I.c~ncly speaking. the construct if P, * 0, 0 f:- (0,; 0,) fi will be. in our 
qtprtrrrh. modcllcd by the subgraph shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The construct parhqht 
10,; 0,) jj 0, pld will be modelled by the subgraph shown in Fig.2.l(b). 
Ilcnvrvrr. in our theorv, the control flow represented by the subgraphs shown in 
I 18. 2. Irrt and Id) will have the same prestige as thcnc of (a) and (b). 

What wc are after is a set of notions through which we can formalize our intuition 
IM the contrc~l flow represented in Fig , 2.2(a) is it ‘good’ combination of choice 
irntl ~~m~urrcncy uhcrras the control llow rrprcscntcd in Fig. 2.2(h) is ;I ‘bad’ enc. 

i 

(b) 

(d) 
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V 0 6 t t 
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t 

(b) 

(In Fig. 2.2. for the sake of convrniencc, WC have ;rlntractcd itM*ily the tc*t* and 

actions.) 

The notion of a marking (contra: state). the lirinp ruler (propa.,rj~Iion ol conlrc41 

and the notion of well behavefInes are together mcanl IO serve ‘hat purpo%c 

We shall starI with markings. Our ;Mon of a murkins* tfr rcpre*! nI the dt*IrihuIcd 

control *late of a system will enb;;e us lo view our mfnlcl i * a ~C’III Ic penrraliMi~~n 

of livr and safe marked graphs. 

Now strong cormcctedncss of a digraph is a necessary and suflii:renI condilicm kcr 
a live and safe marking IO exist [ft] and recall that we have agreed lo. whcrc 
convenient, represent ;I marking of a safe marked graph thrtrugh ;tn appropriate 
subset of arcs. If M = ( .MIl. Ml ) is a marking of a hpgraph lM<i, thrn the corrcs(rcm!l- 

ing marking Mllu M, of the underlying digraph m shall bc dcnoc~d as A% 
Let fMi = t Vc, V,. A; 0. Z) bc a bp graph and M = OM,,. Ml I h: a m;,rking td 

H<i. Let h be an arc. hc A. If hi M,, (Ml). then h is said to c,frry an H-/&n 

(L-rokm) under M. In diagrams, this will he indicated hy placinp a dark (plain, 
token on the line representing b. An example of a bp graph together with a marking 
is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

Next. WC specify the liring rub by applying which a marking of a hp graph can 
be transformed into a new one. The definition mighI be easier IO grasp. if the reader 

glances at the illustrative examples shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. 

DelMlior 2.3. Let lKi = f VT. V,, A; 0. Z) he a hp graph and M = I&, A41 b a 
marking of BG. Let N be a &-node and L’ a C-node. 

( I ) L’ is enabled IIO Iirrj) at M ifl ‘C c fi and 1.0 rj Ml,1 -- I. 
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c -...-_-I 
tip. 2.3 

(2, II is cnaMed HI M iff ‘I4 ‘S M,, or 'U c_ M, * 

(3) If ;I rdc I&-ncdc or V-ncnlc) w fwes. a rcw marking M’=fM;I. AI; I is 
_ 

trhainrd which for the underlying digraph f66 and its marking M corresponds to 

the firing rufr for marked graphs. In other words. 

4 i ) A* = ( ,ri --. w ) LI w’. Moreover. 

Ciib Vhr A --(‘~LJ we): hc M;,(M;) ifi hc M,,(MI ). 

t-4 t If a ntrk w i\ ~~~;~hlcd ;ud wmc input arc carries an tl-token ( Ml, c 'H' f ti). 
w imy II-/vu. 
H hen the f-m& r tl-hrcs. the nrw marking 31 satisfies IM;, P ~‘1 = I. 
When thr &-ncdc II II-fires. the new marking .%I’ satisfies 14’~ M;,. 

(5) If il ntdc H is enahicd and ‘H’S M, M’ may I.-lirf*. 

Whrn w I.-fires. the IWH marking M’ satislics ~“1; AI;. 

IhI If i,V,,, ‘I*: I. then the T’-ntnlc I‘ i* in dud/rrck iIt M. 
t 7 t If ,\I,, g~ ‘II * 0 and .%I, ‘c\ ‘11 c Ct. then thr &-node II i* in dradlwk at %I. 

Nou for wmc cYplitiniltic)n> of the firing rule\. When a C-no& )f-fires. tie 

ctccutlon of OIW course of wtion and the omisGons of the remaining ones within 
.t *cl of illtCrllilti\C* ilrc tcrminilted ill it5 input de. and at its output side a chtticc 

I, rm~tlc t(* I~YIIIIU ti)nc course and omit the remaining WC’s Hithin another set of 

.Iltcrn.iti\cs 

Uhcn 2 h rt8dc tl-lircw. ;t wt of conrurrcnt cour*c\ of ;iction\ i$ terminated at 
II\ mput 410(~ .Ind illlclttwr wt of concurrsnt courw i\ Started ilt its output side. 

Hhcn .I mmls I.-Iire. II prop;qatc\ the omiwicw (If ;I whole wbtructurc to Hhich 
tlw ii~dc fwlcwp. 

In c;tw HL* ;t\*(Kiiltc’ an ;rtomic action (trarwformation of il \;lriahls \t;lte) with a 
h -ncdc. .~n tl-tiring (I -firinpl Gpnal* the orcutiw (omiwion) of that action. 



Doadlock 

If P F-node h;tr more than one input arc marked with ;II; If-tcbkcn. then tht+ 
indicates that more than one of a set of alternative courx’* ha* been exc~utcd. 
Dually if some input arc of a &-node carries an H-token and w)me itrc currirq an 

L-taken. then thk indicates that xome but definitely not allf ccturw* td Y wt td 
concurrent coursee* have been accompli*hcd. WC have not p,ovidcd +pccitiI rule 

for dealing with the*e contradictor) (and unde*ir;thlct *ituutil.m*. ln*tcad. WC will 
look fl:r wiry* trf constructing marked hp graphs in which cuch citu;tticm+ can never 
occur. 

WC note thut the notion of dcfinitce ccmi+sion of actions which is mod&d by the 

L-tokens comcx in handy for determining one kind of bad cot~trol flow. in which H 
&I-ncdc get** into dtiadlock. More importantly. it ix through thi* qccmd typ ttf 
tokens. WC hook up with thk: theory of live and wfc markrd gr;q?h;. How crucial 
thi% i4 will become clc:rr by the way in which WC exploit thie rc*ultu on mrrhcd 
graph\ to build up our theory. Once a marked hp graph with the d&red bchirviour 
has been obtained, however. we can, if we wish to, diward the I.-token*. .l’hi* i+ 
more or less what WC do in Section 7. 

Let Hi be a bp graph, w a node and M = (Ml,. M, I e markrng of IU<i. If * f&c* 
at M and leads to tile marking M’ = (M;,, M; t, we dcntrtr thr* by IM[ w,M’. Ihc 
IWO state *pacc4 cif mtcrc\t associ;ltcd with ;I marking arc giclen in the folltminp 
dcfinitior 

Definition 2.4. Let INi be a bp graph and ,%I a marking trf INi. 
f I ) The forward mmking c/a.m of M is denoted as (M) and :s the ,mitllcst u*t trl 

marking% of tKi sivrq by 
(a) M t (Al): 

lb) if M’c [Mi and for some node w, M’[w)M”, then M”I. IM). 
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(2) The full marking class of M is denoted as [M] and is the smallest set of 

marking of BG given by 

(a) M c [Ml; 
fh) if M’r[M] and for some node w, M’[w)M” or MTw)M’. then M”E[M].’ 

Finally. we can identify the objects of study of this paper. 

Dclyabr 2.5. A bipolar synchronization scheme (hp scheme) is a 6-tuple BP= 

I V,. V,, A; 0. Z. M”), where BG = ( C ;, \‘&. A; 0.2) is a strongly connected bp 

graph and M” is a marking of BG called the initial marking of BP. 

The notion of goud behaviour is given in the following definition. 

#M&Ion 2.6. Let HP = ( V,, \‘&. A; 0. Z; M”) be a bp scheme. BP is well behaoed 

iff for every forward reachable marking ME (M”). there is, for each node w. a 
marking M’c [M) such that w may H-fire at M’. 

The bp scheme shown in Fig. 2.3 is well behaved. Also. the bp scheme shown in 
Eip. 2.5(a) is well behaved but not the one shown in Fig. 2.3 b) (compare with 

Fig. 2.2,. 
I-et fMi = ( VT. VA. A: 0. i?) be a bp graph and 5f a marking of BCi. Then B<i 

i* +aid to he well behaved ut M iH the bp whemc I VT. V,. A; 0. Z. M) is well 
hhavrd. We *hall now work out an equivalent formulatior of Definition 2.6. This 
will rcvcal that our notion of good behaviour is intimately tied to the notion of 
d~adlc~k. Hefore doing UY it i\ necessary to introduce some notations that will be 

used throughout the papr. 

I.rt HP = t \;. C’,,. A; 0. Z. M”I tw a hp scheme. Then R(i -= t \;, V,. A; 0, Z) 

i* the suppwting hfl gruph. c = t C: A; 0.2). where V = V,. u V,. the underlying 

digr~ph. and f* = ! V. A; 0. Z, I%?“). where &f” = ,%I~, u SIP. the underlying marked 

gruph. Ihc terminology concerning token loads on paths. basic circuits. etc. that 

__+_-- 
A L 
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were introduced in Section 1 are carried over to bp schemes. via their underlying 
marked graphs, in the obvious way. In particular, the strict. fMrtial order - ,t at a 
marking is carried over to bp schemes, too. Finally, the notic ‘I of a firing wyucncc 
is extended to bp schemes as follows: 

Let BP be the generic bp scheme and M’ E [Ml’). Let u ‘= N*, . . w, :: V' Then 
rr is a firing sequence of BP at M’ ifl there exrsts a wqurncc of markmgs 

M’,...,M”+’ such that for 1 c is n, IV’[ w,)M”‘. The change from M’ to .W” 
through CT is denoted as M’[v)M”“. Note that, uniike in the C:,H of marked graphs. 
the resulting marking M”” is not uniquely determined tri M’ and V. This t* due 
to the choice associated with the firing of a V-node. Marc ~ccisely. WE h;tff: the 

following. 

ProposHion 2.7. Let BG be a hp graph, M a murking and w a node of Hi. If 

M[w)M’, M[w)M” and M’ f M”, then w is a ~-node. Iw* z’s 1 and w is rnahlrd 10 

H-fire at M. 

Proof. The proof easily follows from the firing rules. ‘7 

Two other useful observations arc the following. 

Propodtlon 2.8. Let BP be a hp .scheme. M E [M”) a marking of !Xi and rr c \‘* 

a firing sequence oj UP at M, 7hen n is u firing sequence o,f rhv underlyiny murlrrd 

graph i% at fi Moreoorer. if M[u)M in BP and ~cf[,r,,G I’M Ii’P. then .fi - f5’ = 

(M;, CJ M; ). 

Pronf. Once again. this follows from the firing rule* for np whrmes and marked 

graphs. CI 

P~~~~IWOA 2.9. Let BP be a hp scheme, M t [ M”) a murkbtg of BP and or 1 \‘* 
a firing sequence of &’ at fi. If there is no M’ 6 1 M”) and ncn node w .such thut w ir 

in deadlock at .+I’. then rr is a firing sequence of RP at ,M 

Proof. The result ts again an Immediate consequence of the firrng rules. 

We shall encounter the last proviso of Proposition 2.9 often in the sequel. So 

let us give it a name. 

Dcftnl#on 2.10. l.et BP be tne generic bp scheme. BP is said to be deadkork-jrfe 

iff there is no marking M E [M,,) and no node w such that w iq in deadlock at M. 

Our next result shows when. and how, in a deadlock-fret bp scheme, a node can 
bc enabled to H-fire and when to L-fire. In its proof, we UM’ notatkms and re*ult* 
on marked graphs presented in the previous section. 
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w 2.11. Let BP, rhe generic bp scheme, be deadlock-free, w a node and 

ME[M,,) a marking of BP. let A-(acklZ(a)=w or Z(a) c.9 w) and u, a 

minimal w-enabling sequence of BP al R 
t I ) If A n M,, z H. /hen there exists M’c [M) such that M[a)M’ and w is enabled 

In Ii-fire 01 M’. 

(2) If An AU,, = c). thtn for rcery marking 51’~ [M) with M[o)M’, w is tvakled 
ra L-fire al %I’. 

M. Since HP is deadlock-fret, or is also a firing sequence of BP at M (Proposition 

2.9,. 1 
I I ) I,rt h$ A n ,%I,,, and w’ - Zlhb. If H.’ = w. WC ace done because in this case 

w’ is en&fed to H-fire at al! markings M’ with M[rr)M’. 
If w’ z w. there exists a token-free path II leading from w’ to w at M. All nodes 

touched by II. except w, occur En n, and they occur in v in the same order in which 
they arc traverwd hy //: kow dur;‘ng the tiring of v in BP. the H-token carried by 
h at Rhl can he steered to flow &ng /I until it reaches w >uch that w is enabled to 
If-fire when the w-enabling firing sequence CT is completed. This is because, regard- 
fe:,. o! w’ being a &-node or T-rude. there is a firing of w’ such that afterwards 

the output arc of w’ belonging to /I (there is only one since the token-free path /I 
IVIWI be cycle-free) carries an H-token. So when the successor of w’ on /I is to fire 
in rr. it i\ to H-fire. And again. t!tere is a firing putting an H-token on its output 
iarc Mtmginp to II. And HI on. Jntil finally w is enabled to H-fire at a marking 
.\I’( (,W (MjIl)M’). 

f 21 1.21 ~4 A Ml, = 0 ;rnd (I = w, . . w,,. Then H’, is cnahled to L-fire at M becauw 
‘k , ,i. 1x1 %I: wv,).2f’ itid /i’ =(a r ,%~‘/%(a,= w or %(a) <’ ,,I w). Then it is easy 
IO rrrlf, that d/ ‘, r: A’ = 0. antf W, = H’: . . . H;, i* a minin4 w-cnahling *qucnce at 

.%I’ in HP. Ilt r quircd rc\ult i* ohtainrd by induction on /(II. L d 

At I~*W IN 6~ can hte ;In cqthl!cnt and prhaps more illuminating version of 
uull hchavcdnc\\. 

Pwu#. I l;j 1: Assum: t&t!. at 4omc AI c [.V”). some node w is in deildlcrk. Then 

dtrc to the firmp rub. there i\ no WC IM> at which w is rnatrled to fire let alone 
tl-lirc. This contr;cJict\ the well hehavedness trf BP. 

Ntlr ;t**umc that ,I/‘,‘, - 0. Then dur to the firing rules. for all M E !,\I”). M,, = tt. 
%I for no node IV there is marking in [M”) at which w is enabled to H-fire. Thi+ 

OIKC again contradict* the well behavedness of BP. 
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(C=): Let ME [ M”) .tnd WC V. Since My, f U. M,, f H. 1x1 ,x he a no& with 
‘x A M,, f f9. There is a firing sequence n not containing x leadirrp in HP frcun f.f 

to an x-extremal markirlg h?. Since BP is deadlock-free. v is also 4 Yirinft qucncr 
of BP at M with M[a)M’ for some M’ (with A?‘= M;,~,M; I. SIW~ I is not 

contained in n:x n M;, f fl. Let A = {a E I\i’JZ(a) = w or %( L J / c, ul. Then. t ‘I ,i 
because A? is x-extremal and thus d n M;, f fl. So Proposittm 2. t 1 cm bc applied 

at &I’ to derive a marking M”c[M’). at which w is enahicd ttr )f-fire. <‘Itiitrly. 
M”E [M). Cl 

The last result of thi+ section characterizes a typicd Gtuation under whKh ;I 
C-node may get into de;tdlcxk. 

Propnaitfon 2.13. Let BP be thu generic bp scheme urrd ,%I 6 1 Jl”t. Let II -- 

f&,4, . . . a,,, and II’ = b,,h, . . . b, be two acyclic purh.c such thur ! .sef Fig. 2.61 

(a) II and II’ are disjoint: for 0 -S i -: m und 0 h j - n. u, F h,. 

(W Z(u,,,)=Z(b,,)=rc V,. 

(cl a,,, b,,E M,, und MC II) = Mf II” = I. 
ThtVl HP is not well behaced. 

Proof. In the underlyinp marked graph @. there is at ‘$1 a minimal r-cnahlinp 

sequence n = w,, . . . w,,. If n is not a firing sequence of HP at M. then BP ia not 

deadlock-free (Proposition 2.0) and we are done. So let us exercise (I in RP startinp 
from M. The two H-tokens can he steered along the two disjoint path* until thry 
meet at the first V-node touched by both paths. and there is at lea*t one l bch 
r-node, namely C. This r-node. however, is then in dealclck since more tbn WC 

input arc of this node will carry an H-token. So BP ix not well belbaved. i i 

We conclude this so:tiotl with an example (Fig. 2.7, which ~6 slightly more 
complicated than the pr e%# bus a,nes. As in Fig. 2. I it is an informal reprerntation 

of the flow of control in a concurrent program. Accordingly, the fJutgoing Arc* (d 
the top V-node are labelled with predicates. a. b. c. etc. denote qcrations. An 
implicit assumption is (an3 this wrll be made explicit ir Se&m 7) that operutitm* 
than can occur concurrcntlr --such as d and f-do not have any vari~i-b m CWII~MWI. 
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In lhi* w&ion 1s~’ tkrdcrp a cltne connvlction hetwccn hp scheme,. : MI a class of 
f’dri rzztc ~.dlrd t marl&b free choice nets. Then using this connection. we exploit 
the Ihcorv VI free choice net- IV derive an important necessary condition for a bp 

*hc:cnc tcr k Hell bchated. Thk condition will help us establish the results of the 
nc*.t vctkwt. It itlw forms the basi\of thecomputational interpretation of bpschemes 
uc~k.~‘tl cvut in Scclion 7. To Girrt wit+. we intrducc hune termindngy concerning 
r)t’t\ 



S is the set of S-elemmt.~. T is the set of T-eIemetrl.v and I: is the flf~ Wharton; 
X = Su T is the set of e/emmfs of N. In diagrams. the S-elemcnfc a c drawn a$ 

circles and the T-elements are boxes. If (x. y)tr F, then there will bc :‘I dire&d line 
from x to y. Since we shall bc dealing with directed nets only. from III rw t ‘1 WC will 

just say nets instead of directed nets. 
A very useful notation is: Let N = (S. T; F) be a net and x c X = .“; I , 7. Then 

*n={y~XJ(y,x)~ F) is the pre-set of x. 

x* = { y E X ) (x, y) 6 F) is the pn.rt-.cer of x. 

For YE X we extend this to *Y-U,. + ‘x and Y*-IJ,. 9 x’. 

LMinition 3.2. Let N =(S. T; F) he a net. Then. 
( I) N is an S-graph iff for all I c T, I’ll, Ire1 -z I : 
(2) N is a T-graph iff for all SE S. 1.~1. Is.1 5 I : 
(3) N is a fief choke nef iti for all .Vc S, 

J5.i r I 3 ‘(J’)={s}. 

In Fig. 3. I we have vhcrwn the constraints placed on the structure of ~~1s through 
conditions t I), (2) and (3) of the definition above. 

S-graph T-graph Frer choke no1 

not allowed not allowed 

lip. 3 I 

An S-graph reprrwnts the structure of ;I ccmvcntional sequential qtrte machine. 
A T-graph is the dual of an S-graph. The structure cd a marked gwpb can he 
represented as a T-graph. This will become clear toward the end cd thk WCI~HL 

Thus marked graphs and squrntial state machincs are in HM~C sense dusk of each 
other. A free choice net is thGt common generaliaation. This is hrtrught out m the 
structural theory of live ant1 *ale marked free choice nets developed by Hack [NJ. 
For now. we merely observe that if in a free choice net N. IWO different F-element* 
I,, r2 share a pre-elcmcnt r IS E ‘I, A ‘f2), then ‘I, = ‘r2 = (8). 

We shall nuo gegieralize the notion of a marked graph and the rekat :d notions 
to marked nets Let N = (S. T; F) be a net. A murklng of N in a functioft CC : 3 +N. 
In diagrams, we indicate a marking cc by placing on each S-element L ptd! rokennJ. 
A net together with a marking is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2 can now be viewed as an example of a marked net whose un&rlying net 
is a free choice net. As in the case of marked graphs. two important hzhavroural 

properties of a marked net are liveness and safety. 

Definitfon 3.6. Let MN = (S. T; F, cl,,) be a marked net. I hen, 

( 1) MN is said to be live iff for every marking CC c [/L,,> and cvcry I F. ‘I: there is 
a marking C(‘E [cc) at which I may fire. 

(2) MN is said to be safp iff for every marking p c [F,,) and every r J .S. pi.91 - I, 

The marked net shown in Fig. 3.2 is live and safe. If N = CS, 7‘; F) z* a net and 

~1 is a marking of A! N is said to he live (safe) at P ifl the mark4 net .S. 1‘; I; c I 
is live (safe). This concludes oilr rapid introduction to marked net*. For n-lore detail\. 
the interested reader is referred to [ 1 I]. 

.X2. Bp schemes and marked free choice nets 

The aim here is to represent a bp scheme as a marked net. Marc pr:&+cly. w 
wish to use a marked free choice net to simulate the flow of H-t rkens in a 

well behaved hp scheme. The basic idea behind this rrprescntation is $1 .own infor- 
mally in Fig. 3.3. 

me-- 

‘h, I 
I 

I 
< ti 

I --- 

I 

To formalise this idea WC need some additictiurl ncrtation*. IXI IU i = 
( V,, V.,,, A: 0, ZI be a hp grirph. Viewing the binary .&ion% 0 and % ac ~b~tr, 
of 13 X \I. we now df:tmc 

Ot=((c,a)~ 0 ‘it.’ V,}. &=(la,cl6 Zit’ Vr}, 

(3, ={(u..(lJc 0 ‘jut. V,}. Z& = :(a, 84)’ Z/:rr V,}. 

Lhdinitkn 3.7. 1~1 HC; bc a itp graph and N = t.S, 7’: F) a net. N is r&d an /r 
represenfation of B<i iff there exists a bijection f : A v V, v V, u Or L/ & -+ S 0 I /’ 
such that, with f=f(x) and Zy =f((x, y)), 
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The terminology ‘fc representation’ is suggested by the following proposition. 

-3-8. Le~BG=(V~,V,,A;O,Z)hpabpgraphandN=(S,T;F)fw 
UN fc rqwmmalinn of EK (by ciffue of the bijection f (-I). Then N is a free choice 

nrl. 

&an& From Ikfinition 3.7 it is easy to verify that for every arc a E A, Id’\ = I. Thus 
tf $6 .S with 1.~1 ) I. s = ct for some cc V,. But for every IE s’, I =‘iTii for some a E u’ 

I( I‘. u)r C&I: Gnce 0 is a function, we have once again from Definition 3.7 that 
/ZP(V}, ‘. 

As m the proof above we shall let the ‘-notation do double duty; from the context 
it ~htm~kf he clear whether WC are dealing with a bp graph or a net. 

‘Iltc notion of an fc rcpre\er;tation i\ extended to bp schemes as follows. 

lkwIkr 3.9. 1.~1 HP= l V,, V,. A: U.Z. M”b Iw a hp scheme and MN = 
t.9. I ; I.. p,,t it m;lrkd net. Then MN i% \aid to be an fc representution of BP iff 

(11 (S. 1; f.‘) i* an fc representation of HCi. the supprtin,: hp graph of BP. hy 
rutuc of uwnc hijeclion 1: 

:In Ic rrllrc~ntir~ion o: the hp *chcmc of Fig. I.S(aI i* \hctwn in Fig. 3.2. 

.J. .J A net uwry cottdimn fnr weI/ hrhacedness 

I’hrtruphout the remaming part of This section. we shall employ the -notation to 
tknote ‘the’- -up lo isomorphy unique-fc representation of a bp graph. The main 
WWII WC arc dftcr i* that the fc representation of a well behaved bp scheme is live 
.*il~l *iitc Hc first prove l fcry. lo do 50. we need two new notions concerning 
miWhCll net*. 

I (‘1 vh: -z l s. I ( I. pcs) IW il m;lrkct( ncl .md p 6. [r, 1. ~1 is said !o be a safe 
rrlrrrLrn~. III the fora:lrtl marking dacs of MN. iH for every S-clement s, p(s) 5 I. 
(‘lc;~rlv. MN IS wfr iff every F( [p,,) is a safe marking. Now let ~1, E [p,,) and 
<r I, I., 6 1” bc a firing sequence al pI such that for I 5. i 5 n. r,[t,)a+ ,. Then 
rf 1~ ur.1 lo hc ;I Urk /king .sequence at )c, itf for all I 5. i 5 n -t I. p, is a wafe marking. 
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In order to show that the fc representation of a well behaved bp scheme is safe, 

it is convenient to first prove that the bp scheme can simulate the f%ru of t&en* 
in its fc representation. The simulation idea is somewhat delicate and i*, contained 
in the proof of the following technical result. 

Lenmr 3.10. Let BP= ( V,, V,, A; 0.2. M”) be a well behated bp .*chcme and 

MN = (S, T; F. r,,) its fc representation. Let no T* be a *safe firing seqweuce of MN 

at cc,, with &o)P. Then. 

(A) VLE V,: p(O)+ 1; r(d)sl. 
Ii, I 

Moreover, there exists in BP. a marking M t: [M”) such that 

(6) Va, A: ifp(d)= I. then aE M,,; 

(C) VaEA: ifac M,,. then eitherp(d)= I qr 

[Z(a) = v~ V, and p(B) = I]; 

(D) VCE Vr: ifcr(L’l= I, then v is H-firahle at M. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of n. k = (,rJ. Since cl,, iu bu Definition 
3.9 a safe marking in [,u,,) and p,iA)~,,. we can start with k =tt. 

k =0: Let VE V,. Then once again by definition, ~,,tCt = II. Supptne that 
x,,, ., p,,(d) 2 I. Then there must be a a,, a2E ‘v with u, Z uz and a,, a2 #,. This. 

however. implies that v is in deadlock at M”. contradicting the well t+ehavcdncs* 
of BP. so 

Parts (B). (C’) and (0) are trwially satisfied for M”c [MO). 
k 3~ 0: Let (r = (I, t with t c 7: Then v, c T* and 10,) = k - I * 0. Since n is a wale 

firing sequence at p,,, so is b,. Let g,I[tr,)@,[t)cI. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
CL, satisfies part (A) and there is a marking M’E [M”) which ++atistiis 181. (C) and 
t D! with respect to p,. To establish (A) through (1)) for ~1, we riced to ctmsider 
three cases according to the origin of t. 

Case I. t =iTi with (V,U)E Or. 

Then vt V,, aE v*;t=(F} and r-id}. 
(A): Since p,,cc arc safe markings and p,[t)r, we can conclude that ~,tcI)= 

r(a)- 1 and~,td)=~IB)=:O. Sincep,tB)= I and~,saticfies(A),~,,. , p,t6)=~N 
And t’=(d},soeven if (I c’c’. we must havex,,, ., p(6)* i, With ~(c’t =t,.asalready 
seen, p indeed satistiez IA) for v. 

!Go assume that V’E V, with L” f L. Once again we have to prove rhat I~(C’J t 
x*, .,.pctk)e I. 
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If a 6 ‘c’. we are done hecauw then 

So a+acumS that a 6 ‘c’. Again. Gnce IC is a safe marking and I’ =(d}. we have 
p ,t ci I = 0 ;tnd p I u! = I ‘I hc Gtuation is shown in Fig. 3.4. 



Parts (B), IC). (D): Let A’=(~E AI.?(h)= c or Z!(h) ill r} fr~rdl that .%I’ 1% 

the marking in BP satisfying I B)-( II) w.r.t. cc, ). Since %fu J = c WC h;tva, II + A ‘. 
Cluim. A’n M,‘,=(a). 

Suppose that hr. A’n Mi, with hl! R. If t(h) = L’. L‘ is in Jedlc~k a: $1’ which 

iu a contradiction. 

So therr is at M’ a tokendrec path /I from Z(h) to L’ with hb .W,,. V c also 

have the path of length 1 consisting of the arc a lead:,lg from 01 (I I to r. k~ II, = h/l 
and II, = a. Then from Proposition 2.13. it follows at once th;lt UP is ntrt wrll 

hehavcd which is a contradiction ‘fhis proves the claim. 

Now let I _ V* he a minirrd c-enabling scqucncc ;rt M’ untl .%!‘I t).’ / I~ccausc 

A’ n ,%I:, =(N). it is easy to see thet in going from %!’ to IV v~;t 7. cvcr! r~cwlc that 

apfxars in r will only I,-fire (the idea is contained in the proof of thr rl:r.cmtl p,trt 

of Proposition 2. I I ). Thus M is the unique marking in 1.V’) such th.l:* \I’( r,.\l. 

More importantly. for <very arc h WC have hc MI, iff hr ,%I:,. It is stral~!htlcrrwd 

to verify that I%! satisfies (HI. (C’) and (1)) w.r.t. p. 

C’USF 3. f=fi for ut VA. 

I‘hc proof is similar to and Gmpler than the prIx)f of the first cast an&p henrc HC 

omit it. C-T 

Prd. Let IIC I‘* he a firing ccquence at p,,. WC shall *how thilt II ic ;I AC firing 

sequence at cc,,, The prcbof is Ivy induction on the length of U. k = /of. 

k - 0: p,d~ )p,, and cc,, is it snfc marking Fv dclinition. 

k s 0: Let u = N,/ with I c 7: Then (I, c 7‘* and /tr,l = k .- I - 0. Ixt p,,! 11, jp ,. I$ 
induccicm hypothesis, (I, is ij vafc firing sequence at plr so that p, s isfirs part 1.4 t 
of Lemma 3. IO. Moreover. we can find M’ F [M”) which siltishc* p;trtr t I,tt. ((‘1 itntl 

(Dj of the lemma w.r.t. g:. Once again there arc three c’ascs to consider. 

Cirse 1. t=.i% with (~Au)E:U~. 

Then L’C \/;. nc I”. r’=(i)). ‘t=(E) and p,(F)= I. 

First suppose that at ‘I’ too twc Fig. 3.5). 
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Since ~&o)+~, ., p,(6)s 1. we have p,(d)=Q. But r={d}. Hence, a,f=rr is 

a safe firing xyucnce at ptr. 
Now mwume that (IC’O. If p,(d)= 1. then a EM:,. But 1) is H-firable at M’ 

implying that ‘t’ r; ,%?’ ( = M,‘, u Al,’ 1. Consequently. the underlying marked graph 
HP h M Me which is a contradiction. Thus p,(d) = 0 which lets us conclude that 

n,l = n i* a safe firing sequence at p,,. 
Case 2. r-i3 with (a. c)E&. 
Then CF V,. ar’c’r=(cS}, r’=(E). 

Ncm I ic firable at c,. a safe marking. so that p,(d) = I. By induction hypothesis. 
~(,tf)+~~ ‘, ~,(6t~ I. Thus p,fC)=O. But /.={G}. hence rr,l=o is a safe firing 

sequence irt j&,. 

(b.u I t=G with II‘ V,. 

Once again we omit the proof because it is similar to and simpler than the proof 

of the first case. ! .i 

We now wish tcr prove that the fc representation of a well khaved bp scheme is 

live. To do UI we shall first show that the fc representation cdn simulate the flow 

of H-t&em tn the well behaved bp scheme. This is quite easy. 

Irma. l‘hc proof lollows by induction on k = :rrj: 

k = 0: I’rivial. 

k ‘11: f.rt (I = fr, K with ~‘6 \‘. ‘Ihcn U, c \‘* and !v,i = k - I ~0. Let M’jtr,)M’ 
mtl %I’[ IV),\/. By induction hypothesis. we can find in MN a marking cc, t [p,,) such 

that lt*r all N + A. u t ,\I,‘, iti p,( r; I = I. and for all I’ c \;. p,( L’) = 0. Now consider 

Ihrcc cas6.4: 

( ~89~1 I. K I.-fires at .!I’ to lead to X1. 

Ihen ,Sf,, = Aft,. C’onsequently. p = cc, can serve as the required marking. 

(iru* 2. k’ is a T-node which H-fires at M’ to yield 41. 

l.rt 11, * ‘H itid (I:C W’ such that U, c .%I:, and UT‘ ,5/,,. 

I Ir*t ICI us bupposc that (I:<- AfiI also. We claim that this is the case iti u, = u2. 

It TV. 8 .w. thr*n Ihc underlying marked graph HP is not safe which is A contradiction. 

If II. 6 ‘w but 11, * 1~:. then w is in dradlock at .%I’ which once again isa contradiction. 

And 11 it 14 the cask u, = a, c M I,. then at cc, we can first Ict I, = a,w fire, followed 

b! a tiring of I,= iG& IO obtain the marking ~L(JA,[~,. t2)p). Since MN is safe. 

PIU, I - I ;md it P) ~0. It is sfraightfarward to check that p E [r,,) is the marking 

uc arc I&Gnp for w.r 1. .Vf (,\I"), 
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In case a,& M:,. then at p, we can fire I, =dlw followed by H tiriryt of I: - RGi 
to obtain the required marking CL. 

CUSP 3. w is a &-node which H-fires at M’. 

Then I = fi may fire at p,. Clearly, p with p,[r)p satisfies the requir~rnLntr w.r.t. 
M E [Ml’). 0 

At long last we are ready to prove the central result of this scctron. 

Proof. From Theorem 3. I I we know that MN is raft. So Ict p, ‘ /rlD> .md I 6 7. 
We shall show that for some p t [p,). I may fire at p. 

To begin with. we should like to go over from p, tcp a marking p- :rt which for 
every ~‘t: V,. pz(r’)=O. Let V:=(cc Vr’r(ptIL’j= I). If r/:=0. HC arti tlonc with 

p: = p,. For Vi = { c,. . , . . I.,,). n 37 0, choose n,. . . , . a,, such that II v I c i. II. 
a, E c;. Set r, = @i, for 1 s i 5. n. Clearly. each 1, may fire at p, and for 1 K i. j 5 n. 
i # j implies ‘I, n ‘I, = I). C’onscqurntly, 1, I: . . . r,, = fr’ i I‘* is il firinp s,cq~.~ncc ;11 F,. 
Let p,[~‘)p~. Now MN is cafe so thrlt for I -~ i-’ n. p2( P,) =O. Furthcrmorc. (1.6 
vrIpJ(P):. I}=&% 

Since pz L. [y,,) ;tnd .MN is safe, (her< is a safe firing squcncc :I such tM p,drr)p!. 
By Lemma 3.10. there exists ;I milrking ,Sf’g [.V”) such thilt !r*r ;tll td * ,\. tt ,\I,, 
iff p:(d) = I. (Thr ‘only if’ part follows from prt (<‘) and the fact thi*t ~~1 C) - 0 
for c’vcry I’ 6. \/,.I ‘l‘hc point is. MN: = f.S. ‘1‘; f. 11:) is IIIC fc rrprL”tclllirlicm erf 
BP = ( :;. V,. A: CJ. % M-‘). 

We need to show that for some /I r I&?). I my C.-e ;lt p. Since UP is wt II hch,~ccd. 

Lemma 3. I2 tells us what to do in the three c;tces 1%~’ neccf to consider 
Cbsc I. r=E with (c,a)~ Or. 
Let M ‘c [ %I’) such that L’ may tf-fire ill M ‘. ? hen hy Lemma 3.12. ‘se cm lid 

a p *c [I-) such that for all h A. p,(6) = I iff hr .M:,. Let h bc rhti one ,Irc with 
h c ‘c 0 %I:,. Then pl( 6) = I ad I’ = & may fire at p i since ,I’ = (I;}. f or p ,I 1’;)‘. 
~(1’) = I so that I may fire i t p twcauw ‘I = { C). 

Case 2. I = ZiZ with !n. I’ t c YT. 
Since HP’ is well behaved, there is a marking M’c [,%I’) such that (J(u) may 

H-fire at M‘ in such a wq that for the resulting marking M( [IV.‘), 4~. Mrr. Hy 
Lemma 3.12. there is a mar?Inf: p <.[pz) al which pld) = I. (‘Iearly, I ma) Ore at 

p since ‘I = (ci}. 
Ch.se 3. I = 4 with u : V,,. 
There is a marking .%I+_ [M”) at which u may H-fire. so that ‘~6: Ml+ Hy 

Lemma 3.12. there is a marking p c [p?) such that for each hi ‘u. eliit t- I. Since 
‘I = (61 hc’u}. I may fire at p. 

To conclude this proof wz ohserve that in all three cases, p c {p,) sinrc p 6. [p?) 

and prcr[p,). !3 
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The converse of Theorem 3.13 is false. It will be convenient, however, to bring 

out this fact in a later subsection. 

.?.4. 771~ structural componenrs of a well behaved bp scheme 

Theorem 3.13 makes the rich and elegant theory of free choice nets accessible 

for our study of bp schemes. In this subsection, Hack’s decomposition results for 
live and wale fre,e choice nets [NJ will serve as a basis for deriving quite analogous 

and very useful results concerning the structure of well behaved bp schemes. AS 
before we have to start with introduc;ng several notions. 

fkk#or, 3.14. Let BG = ( Vr. V,, A; Q, Z) and BG’ = ( Vt. Vk, A’; Q’, Z’) be 
hp graph++. Then BG’ is said to be a ibp) subgraph of BG iff 

til Vkc VT, V;G VA; 
tii) A’r{brAJQ(b)c V’ and Z(b)c V’) (V’= V;u Vi); 
(iii) O’=On(A’X V) and’Z’=Zn(A’x V). 

In what follows, whcnevcr we talk about a bp graph BG and one of its sub-graphs, 
the ‘notation denoting the input and output arcs of a node w II always refer to the 
incidence structure of the original bp graph BG. 

D&&ion 3.15. Let BP= f V,. V,. A; 0. Z. M”) he a hp scheme and BG’= 
f Vi, Vi, A’; 0’. Z’) be a bp subgraph of the supporting bp graph of BP. We call 
IMi’ a C-cnmfv)nenr of BP iff 

tit VCC V&: (‘cu C’)C A’; 
(ii) VUC V~:~~unA’(=~u~nA’~= I; 

(iii) H<i’ is %trcmgly connected; 
(iv) IA’C My,I = I. 

Every T-node of a ‘F-component has the same set of input arcs and set of output 
arcs as in the given scheme. A &-node has exactly one input arc and one output 
arc. Moreover. a T-component is strongly connected and exactly one arc carries an 
fl-token at M”. The key feature of a P-component is that w.r.t. node firings in the 
original scheme, it can neither gain nor lose H-tokens. Marc* precisely, we have the 
following. 

bpadtion 3.16. Let BP = i VT. V,, A; Q. Z, M”) be a bp scheme and BG’ a 
r-~tmWnenl of BP. 7hen. for every M c [M”], BG’ is a F-component of the bp 
schettte ( b’r. Vh. A; 0, % M). 

Proof. The proof easily follows from the definition. II 

The dual notion is that of an olr -component. Here, however, we cannot say anything 
definite ahcntt the submarking acquired by the component. 
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Dehition 3.17. Let BP= 1 VT, V,. A; 0, Z, M”) be a bp scheme and BG’ = 
( VL, Vg, A’; U’, Z’) be a subgraph of the underlying bp graph of BP. u’c call BG’ 

an &-component of BP iff 
(i) VU E Vi: ‘u u U’E A’, 

(ii) VUE V;: I*u~A’I=I~YAA’~= 1, 
(iii) BG’ is strongly connected. 

The bp scheme of Fig. 2.5(a) has two C-components and two &-somp,ncnts. 
They are shown. together with the corresponding submarkings, in FIN. 9.6. 

V -components &-components 

It turns out that every arc-and thus every node-of a well behaves: bp scheme 
is contained in a F-component as well as an &-component. To derive this result WC 
first need to develop the corresponding notions for marked nets. 

Detinition 3.18. Let N = (S. T; F) and N’ = (S’, T’: F’) he nets. N’ is a .c~hncr (,I 

N iff 
(i) SC and T’c T. 

(ii) F’=Fn((S’x T’)u(T’xS’)). 

Once again, when using !he ‘-notation in connectron with a net and t ne of its 
subnets. we shall be referring to the incidence structure of the original net. 

Detinition 3.19. Let MN = (5, T; F, p,,) be a marked net. Then a I-lo&en. .rrrng/y 
connected S-graph compontwr (S-component for short) of MN is a subnet N’ = 
(S’, T’; F’) of (S, T; F) whtch satisfies 

(i) Vsc S’: ‘su S-C_ T’, 
(ii) VI E T’: 1.1 A S’I = 1t.n S’J = 1, 

(iii) the graph of F’ is strongly connected, 
(iv) z,,.,s, p”(s) = I. 
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Deb&km 3.20. Let MN = (S. T; F, cc,,) be a marked net and N’ = (S’, T’; F’) a 
subnet of (S. T; F). Then N’ is a strongly connected T-graph component (T- 

romponent for short) of MN iff 
(i) Vt c 7”: ‘tu t’s S’; 

(ii) Vrc:S’: I’.sn T’(=Js*r. T’I= 1; 

(iii) The graph of F’ is strongly connected. 

A T-component is sometimes referred to as a strongly connected marked graph 
component [g]. A marked graph, however, comes with 9 markinp class while we 
cannot WY anything definite about the induced submarkings of a T-component. 

Thcrr is a clc~ relationship between the notions of C-components and &- 

components on the one hand and the S-components and T-components on the 
ttthcr hand. In particular. we have the following theorem. 

Tkonn 3.21. Let RP=( VT, V,, A; 0.2. M”) be a bp scheme and MN = 
(S, T; F. p,,) its fc representation. Let N’ = (S,, T’ ; F,) be an S-component and 

Nz = (S2. T2; F,) a T-component of MN. Set, for i = 1,2. 

A’=(u<:A(d< S,), Q’=QnlA’x v,, Z’=Zn(A’x V). 

Then I#;’ =( V:, Vi, A’; 0’. Z’) is I! ~-component of BP and UC;‘= 

t Vf . \‘, . A.‘; cl’. Z”) is 0 &-component qf HP. 

Proof. ‘l‘he proof ea4y follow. from the definition\. -1 

‘I‘hc f~~llowinp fact. among many other\. is known &WI the structure of live and 
WIG marl4 free choice net\. 

l’korem 3.22 t t tack [HI). lx/ MN = (S. 1: F. p,,) be (I murked free choice net which 

19 lilv rrnd scrlk ‘Then for ecqv element of ;MN. x c S u 7; there is an S-component 

f Y’. /-‘; I” 1 cml o ‘I-c.orrrln,rlt’rrt IS’. I‘-‘. F’) of MN rlcch that x E 5” u T’ and 

\ s’ I ‘I“. 

Prmf. t.c)r the prc,d)f. WC [x]. j ., 

H’c cm now extract the result that we have hecn after all along. 

‘Theorem 3.23. I.c,r BP = I t;. \‘&. A: 0. Z. %I”) he N well behuced bp scheme. Then 

therr e.rists for every arc ut A a F-componenr (Vi. Vk,A’; Q’.Z’) and a &- 

component ( \ ;. \‘i. A.‘: U.‘. Z’) srrch that u E A’ and a E A-‘. 

Pram& 1x1 MN - (.S. 1‘: I_ p,,) be the fc representation of BP. By PropcJdtion 3.8 
;mJ Theorem 3.13. MN is a live and jafe free choice net. The required result now 
~;lrilv follows from Theorems 3.21 and 3.11. F-2 
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3.5. The relative upregsive power qf well behaved bp schemer 

We shall conclude this section with some remarks about the relationship between 
well behaved bp schemes and known classes of live and safe marketi IICIS. For 

convenience, we will assume that every net we refer to is connected. A&o, ins&ad 
of repeatedly saying live and safe, we will shortly say es. 

The first class of marked nets of interest are state machines. A state machine i* 
a marked net SM = (S, T; F, ho) m which the underlying net SG = (S. T:: F) i\ an 
S-graph (see Definition 3.2). It is trivial to verify that SM is live and safe iH Xi iq 

strongly connected and I,, s or,, = I. 
The dual notion corresponding to an es state machine is an C s marke4 T-graph. 

To start with, we observe that a marked graph can be viewed as a mat kcd net as 
follows. Let MG = ( V, A; Q, Z, MO) be a marked graph. Then the net rqrfesentation 
of MG is the marked net MN = (S, T; F, P,,), where S = A. T = V, F = Q ’ u Z and 
p,,= M,,. That (S, T; F) is a T-graph is trivial to verify. And we have seen in 
Section 1 that an es marked graph is strongly connected. 

Now under some reasonabfc definition of the notion ‘equivalently r:prcseelrted 
by’, every Ps state machine as well as every Ps marked graph can be ec 5valently 
represented by a well behaved bp scheme. We shall not work out the dl. iail+ here. 
Rather. we indicate the main ideas through two examples shown in Fig. 1.7. 

3 -..- % 

L 

3k-J 6 6 

b .-- 6 

L- 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.7. 



In Fig. 3.7. diagram (h) shows the bp representation of the marked graph shown 

in (a), and (d) is a bp representation of the msirkcd S-graph of (c). 

Now we already know what it means to represent a well behaved bp scheme as 

an I* marked free choice net. The simulation ideas contained in the proofs of 

I.cmmar 3.10 artd 3.12 can be used to prove that every well behaved bp scheme 

bar an ‘equivalent’ representation as an (s marked free choice net. 

It i* trivial to observe that every Ps state machine and every 8s marked graph 

(through its net representation) can be viewed as an (s marked free choice net. 
The interesting point about well behaved bpschemes is that they Ire properly between 

/\ marked free choice nets on the ( 7e hand and 8s state mxhines an3 Ys marked 

graph\ on the other hand. In other words, the class of fc rzpresentations of well 

behaved bp whcmcc is properly included within the class of f’s marked free choice 

net*. Once again we will not express this formally but rather. illustrate the idea by 

an example. 
The bp whcmr shown in Fig. IN(a) is not well behaved but its fc representation 

ii live and l rfc. And we feel confident that under any reasonablr choice of definitions, 

one can chow that the (s marked free choice net shown in Fig. 3.8(b) is not an fc 

reprex-ntation (#f any well behaved bp scheme. Looking ahtxd, the heart of the 

qurncnt i\ contained in Theorem 6.4. 

(b) 

Iucl&n~;~li~. thi\ example AI shows Ihat the converse of Theorem 3. I3 is indeed 

f&c. l‘hu\ in \rrll behaved hp schemes we have identified a more restricted way 

t than the one cxprc\*cd by marked free choice nets) of combining state machines 

ilntl m;lrhcd graph*. 

Hc conjcctluc that under a suitable notion of simulation (for candidate definitions 

WC’ 1-t. ?I 1) the hierarchy shown in Fig. 3.9 can be established; well behaved bp 

u-hcmcs fit nicely uithin the dell understood classes of Cs marked nets. 
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. Is free choice nets 

I . well behaved bp schemes 

/\ Is state machmes . l Is marked graphs 

Fig. 3.9. 

4. The marking class of P well behaved bp scheme 

In this section we establish a number of properties of the two marking classes 
associated with a bp scheme. In particular, we wish to prove that a hp s&me BP 
is well behaved iff the underlying bp graph is well behaved at every marking of the 
fuf/ marking class of BP. We called this the all-or-none property. 

4. I. The ull-or-none property 

First we show that if lhe result we are after is false. the choice hetwcen good and 
bad behaviour can br made to hinge on just onr decision. The following rc\ult 

based on the theory of marked graphs will be often appealed to in the pro!pfs of 
the subsequent results. As heforc. BP will denote our generic hp whcme, HP= 

f r’,. V,. A; 0. Z, M”), and HG its underlying bp graph. B<i = ( V,. V,,,. A;: 0. %I. 

Proposition 4.1. Let BP he u hp .scheme, w E V und n E V* with Ifrfl, -= 0. und 
.%I, M’. M’ E [ M”i such rhut M[ w)M’ und M[tr)M-‘. Then there exists M’r [ ,W 
such thut M’[(r)M’ and M’[w)M’. 

Proof. We merely need 10 observe that in a markr*tl graph a node can lcne its 
concession to fire only through its own firing. CJ 

Propvsition 4.2. Let BP be a bp scheme and hf. M’ t: [M”J-the ju!l markkirrg c1as.c 
of BP-such rhur BG is well behuued at M but not at M’. Then there exist ICI”, I);~‘E: 
[M”] and w E V such that .I?‘[ w)A?’ and BG is well behaved at A’ but no! ar fi’. 

Proof. Since M, M’E[M”] we can find w,, w:, . , . . W,E V and markings 

M’. M’ . . . ..M”“E[M”] such that M’=M, M”“=M’ and for 15:isn. 
M’[ w,)M” ’ or M’+‘[w,)M’. Since: BG is well behaved at M’ but not at M”’ ‘, we 
must have, for some i, 1 s i< n. that BG is welt behaved at M’ but not at AZ”‘. If 
M’[w,)M’+‘, BG would also be well behaved at M”‘, SO M’+‘[ w,)M’. NOW wt 
$f’=M’*‘_ ,$$‘=M’and W=HT,, q 
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N 4.3. Let BP be a bp scheme and as before, M, M’ E [MO] such that BG 

is well behaved at M but not at M’. Then there exist A’, fi2, fi” E [M”] and v E V, 

such that 

(iI vise~bledtoH-firc!af~‘artdIv~l~1, 

(ii) b?‘[u)&’ and fi’[v)fi”, 

(iii) BG is well behaved of fi’ but nor at A’. 

Proof. By the previous proposition. we can find M’. M2 E [M”] and a node w such 

that M’[w)M’, and BG is well behaved at M2 but not at M’. By Theorem 2.12 

we have that Mi, 2fl so that M:, # 8. Since BG is not well behaved at M’, we can 

find, once again due to Theorem 2.12, a marking M.’ E [M’) such that some node 
w‘ is in dead&k at M’. Let VE V* tse such that M’[u)M”. 

We claim that 1~1, >O. If Ial, =O, there is-due to Proposition 4.1-a marking 
MJ which satisfies M’[w)M” and A!‘[ w)M’. Hence w’ would be in deadlock at MJ 

contradicting the well behavednes9 of EN3 at M2 ( M4 E [M2)). So indeed lal*. > 0. 
Let CT=V~WV~ such that Irr,l. =O. Let M’. M5c[M’) such that 

M’lrr,)Mq w)M’[rr,)M’ (see Fig. 4.1). 

Since IN,[~ - 0. we have from Proposition 1.1 that for some M”E [Ml), M”[a,)M” 

and nf’[ H.)M”. HG is well behaved at M” since M”E [M”) and BG is well behaved 
at .*I-‘. t#i is not well behaved at M’ since M.‘e[M’), w’ is in deadlock at M’. So 

M, # W,, although M’[ w)M’ and MJ[ w)Mh. It follows from Proposition 2.7 that 
w i* a T-node which is enabled to H-fire at M’ and 1 w-1 B I. 

Now~~,~‘=M’.,~‘=M’,I\i’=M~andc= w to get the required result. C 

I”’ e$tahli*h the all-or-none property. we need to go one step further; our proof 
\tratcgv dependson the fact that the markrng fi’ mentioned in the above proposition 

ran tw assumed to he c-extremal. 
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Definition 4.4. Let BP be a bp scheme, M E[M”] and w E V. M is cuid IO be 
w-extremal iff 

(i) w is enabled to H-fire at M, 

(ii) no other node is enabled at M, and 
(iii) no node is in deadlock at M. 

We note that if M is w-extremal in BP, fi ( = M,,u M’ ) is w-extrendl in the 
underlying marked graph @. The converse is in general not true. due tcr the first 
and the third restriction in the above definition. We wish to show that tbc chcriccl 
between good and bad behaviour can be made at an cxtrcmal marking a~.%u&tcCI 

with a V-node. We do thib in two steps. 

Lemma 4.5. Let BP be a bp scneme with M’,‘, f 4% If BP is no1 well hehur cd. then 
there exists a marking M E [M”) such that no node is enabled to fire ut M. 

Proof. By Theorem 2. I2 we find M’ E [M”) and w E V such that w i% in deadlock 

at K’. Now in the underlying marked graph @, if starting from any marking in 
the marking class, some node is prevented from firing, the remaining nctlcs can 
each tire at most a bounded number of times. This is an easy con..equ incc of 

Theorem I .7 since the graph in strongly connected. 
Thus starting from M’. nodes other than w can fire at most a hounded number 

of times while w remains in deadlock. Hence, eventually. we can rench a marking 
M at which no node can fire. C7 

Proposition 4.6. Let BP he a hp scheme end M, M’ E [M”] such that HG is well 

behaved at M hut not at M’. Then /here exist a V-node v and marking9 ii?‘. fi ‘. if ‘6 

[M”] such that 

(i) A’ is a a-extremal marking, 

(ii) $I’[ v)h;j’ und k’[ v)fi ‘, 
(iii) BG is well behaved at A’ hug not at A?‘. 

Proof. By Proposition 4.3 we find a V-node L’ and markings M’. M’, .M ‘y IM”] 
such that v can H-fire at M’, M’;o)M’ and M’[v)M’, and BG is well behlaved at 
M’ but not at M”. Then Mi, f 11 30 that M:, f 8, and BG is not well behavrd at 

M’ because M’E [.%I’). Thus by Lemma 4.5 we find M” E [M’) such that NO node 
can tire at Md. 

Let UC V* such that M’[o)M”. Since v can lose its concession to fire :dt M’) 
only by its own firing, we have 1~1, :#(I. So there are cl, uz such that u = (I~ wr, and 

)rrl!,. =O. We now assume that the firing of u in u has been postponed as much as 
possible: If (1’6 V* such that M’[g’)M’, and a’=n;w$ with lo;lC =O, then in;l~ 
IcT,[. (We assume that 10’1 = /al.) 

Let M’ and M’ be such that M ‘[rr,)M’[ u)M5[02)Md. Because 1~~1,. = 0. we can 
find M* such that M4[ v)M” and M2[o’)M” (see Fig. 4.2). 
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Since Ad”&- [ ,%I-‘) and H<i is well behaved at M-‘. it is alw well behaved at M”, 

hut non itt M’. So all that remains to be shown is that M’ is c-extremal. 

I-irrtly WC note thar c cun H-W at W’. Secondly. no node is in deadlock at MJ 

hccaur it would alu) be in deadlock at M” but IXi is well behaved at M”. 

NOW suppc that *omr node w f c can also tire at M’. Since no node can tire 

;&I .%I”. IV must uppar in v:. 1.e1 V: = #I, HYING where 1~~~)~ =O. Then it is easy to 

WC that ~‘=tr, H’I’u~,v~~ i\ iIlti> ;I firing sequence at M’ with M’[rr’)M“. The 

cdcnce ol (I’. howevc z, contradicts our assumption that the firing of c in n is as 

late ;I* posdhlc. So no rude Merent frctm c is enabled to fire at MJ; MJ is 

r-z\trc.mal. 

Ihe wcond *k-p in our proof of the all-or-none property is I, zstahlish rhat the 

rituittlon at an exir~mal marking as outlined in Proposition 4.6 can never arise. 

tir4t H simple observation. 

Immw 4.7. ixr BP be a well behaved hp schme. a c A and Z(a I= w. Then there 
ttxis~.s u w-emetnal marking M t [M”) with a t MI,. 

Prod. First WC can lid it marking M’ E [ M”i at which O(u) = w’ can H-fire. Then 

HI’ ch(Hnc it miuking AI- with M’[w’)M-‘ such that u E hff,. At M’, there is a 

mmit.;r! w-cnahling firing szquence CT: let M’[tr)M ‘. Then w can H-fire at ,M’ and 

11 \I:,. 



At M” there is a firing sequence o’ of maximum length which satkfies (ar’(, = It 

(follows easily from Theorem 1.7 and Proposition 2.9; see the proof of Lemma 
4.5). Let M’[cr’)M Then M is w-extremal with a c M,,. El 

The next result is crucial for (ur current purposes. Furthermore, it is quite an 

interesting result in its own right. The result states that in a well-behaved bp uhcme. 
the extremal markings are-almost -uniquely determined by the extrcmal markings 
of the underlying marked graph. 

Theorem 4.8. Let BP he II well behaved bp scheme, w II ttod~ ctnd M ( I’M”) (I 
w-extremal marking. Let b he an UK which is nor un input arc of w which urrrics u 
token ut M (b+z (M,,u M, ) -‘w) Then hr M,, ifl Zf h) is a &-trodc: un, I.. con- 

sequently, h E M, iff Z( b) is a C-nude. 

Proof. Let w’ = Z( b). Since be ‘w. w’ # w. From the fact that M is w-extrti mal it 

follows easily that there is. at M, a token-free path from w to w’ ( w -f,t, w’l. From 
Theorem I. 12 we know that in the underlying marked graph 87; (which I+ livct 

there is, at fi, a minimal w’-enabling firing sequence u, and for k[o)M, there is 
a marking M’ of BP with M[(r)M’ such that MI = A’ (Proposition 2.Y). 

In the proof of part ( I ) of Proposition 2. I I we have seen that an If-token sitting 
in front of w may bc steered, during the firing of cr. along the token-free path 
leading from w to w’. So we can choose M’ with M[rr)M’ such !hat for H)rne input 

arc of w’, say b’- which is not marked at M and hence which is different Iron1 b 
-b’ E M:,. Since cr is minimal w’-enabling, Irtj,,, =O Thus. b is marked :tt the 
same way at M’ a3 at M. 

If w’ = Z(h) is a &-node, then b <. M,, bccausc otherwise w’ would hc in dc:; ~flock 

at M’ (‘~‘nM~~z(?and’wnM, f Ct. contradicting the well bchavcdnrus oi l+P). 
Conversely. if bc M,,, then W’C V, bccausc a t-node w’ would bc in deadb:wk at 
M’ (j’wnM,,(> It. 

So be M,, iff Z(h) E V,. and this clearly implies that bc MI iH Z(b) t V,. j 

At last we can demonstrate that the situation as outlined in Proposition 4.6 is 
impossible. 

Proposition 4.9. Let BP be a bp scheme. v E F-node and M E (M”) a v-extrtmul 
marking. Suppose thar M[ v)M’ such that BG is well behaved at M’. Then M c [ M’). 
As a result. BG is well behaved at ‘44, too. 

Proof. Let a be the input arc of 1% that carries an H-token at M. Since BG 13 well 
behaved at M’ we find M”E [M’) such that once again M” is v-extremal and a E AM;, 

(Lemma 4.7). We shall prove that M” is the same marking as M. 

First we note that fi and fi” arc L-extremal markings in the underyin. I larked 
graph BP. So by Theorem 1. I5 we l-ave fi = I%?‘, i.e., M,, u MI = Mf, u 1~1;. ‘ihus 
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the same subset of A is marked at both M and M”. We just peed to show that the 
‘cdour of the tokens match up for each marked arc at M and M”. 

We shall do so by induction. As a suitabje index we propose the ‘depth’ of each 

arc in R ( = R”l. 
Let depth: fi -J RI be. inductively, given by 

J 0 if bE’ti, 

depth( 6) = 

I 

I + max{depth( b’) 1 Z( h’) < %-, Z( h ), b’ E fi} 
otherwise. 

f.et h . . . ,I$ Wc need to prove that b c M,, iff h E M:,. The proof is by induction 

con k =dcpth(h). 
k =O: Then hc ‘0. M” was chosen in such a w:jy that ha MI, iff he M;,. 

k -0: There are two casts to consider. 

Cbde I. Z(h)= r’c V,. 

Since dcpthfh) = k --O. we have that c’ f u. By Theorem 4.8. we also know that 

hi Mr. Hence WC need to show that hr MI. 

‘h bp scheme BP = ( V,, V,. A: Q. Z, M’) is well behaved and, consequently, 

covered by its set of ,Y-componcntc (Theorem 3.23). In particular. we can find a 

V-component K;’ = (Vi, Vk, A’; 0’. Z’) such that hc A’. By Proposition 3.16 

tnc know tit,rt !Yi’ is also a r-component of BP. Since hr A! and Z(h) = C’C L’r. 

WI’ havr that I”( V:. 

Vow let I/c (A’)* tw a token-free path at M (completely contained in BG’ b 
Icadinp to r’ of maximum length. The existence of I/ is guaranteed by the fact th,at, 

since C’ c;rnnot fire at M, there is a token-free input arc of C’ which belongs to Bti’ 

bccau~ r’ is a ~-node. 

f.rt /I - (:,(I:, (I,, ;md w = O(CI,I. Since Z(rr,,) = 1.’ and /I is token-free at %I. 

ml hi) is live, HZ have that w z I,‘. 

Suppose that W= r. Then ‘CC_ A’ IWC~USC (1~6. A’ id Qla,)= V= ~‘t k’$. NOW 
‘~‘r\ M,, *O ;d IA’ .A Ml,/ = I. Consequently. (.A’ --‘I’ q M,,=tl and thus, ‘c’rj 

.%f,, = Ct. As it result h C XI, .rnd Hc arc done. 

Now suppose that H’ f 13 but w is ;I F-no&. ic.. WC V[. Since M is c-extremal. 

.II lCiC\t one input arc of H’, say u,,, is unmarked ii1 ,If. u,, bcfong?; to BG’ since 

H” 1’:. C’onsrqucntly. the tokrn-frcr path II’ = ir,,l/ leading to C’ is also contained 

11~ lfti’ contradicting our assumption that /I is such a path of maximum length. 

tfcncr if H’ # I’ then w is not a r-node. 

So assume that H’ is ;I &-node. Since H’ = Otrr,) and (1, c A’. WE Vk and. by 

dclinition of A Y-component. !‘H. C-X A ‘1 = (h’) for some arc h’. Because of the maximal- 

it! of II. h’8 AI,, ii .\I, = .\I;‘, i I 31 ;’ ;tnd. consequently. by Theorem 4.8. 6’~ Xl;,. 

NOH bvcausc of the cxistcnce of II. w c: $1 c’ and hcncc depth{ h’) < depthf bf = k. 

St) by mtluction hyPOthcsis. WC have h’ f A&, because as already observed h’ E- *If;,. 

Isn’t this implics that (A’-(h’}) n .MII=C) becausr BG’ is a V-component. Thus 

b+ ,\I, iind wc .uc done with the first cast. 
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Case 2. Z(b) = u E V,, 
Again from Theorem 4.8 we have bc M;,. So we have to show that b r ,C ,,. 
Clearly, u # u. So there is an input arc b’ of u which is unmarked at any c-eAircmal 

marking such as M and M”. Let w = O(b’). 

Suppose w = v. Then by Theorem 4.8 and the fact that t’ has more thdn one 
output arc, we have at M”. a situation as shown in Fig. 4.3 which obviously may 

lead u into a deadlock. But this is contradicting the well behavedness of H<i at M”. 

Consequently, Q( b’) = w # u. Now let a, E u n M ;, be the output arc of c that 
receives the H-token in the transition M[u)M’. Furthermore, let M”’ be the rr\ult 

of u firing at M” in the same way as at M. i.e., M’~c)M”’ and a, E M;‘;. C’lcarly. 
$1 = $flll. 

b 

Define A ={a E ,G’lZ(a) = w or Z(a) d.,j, w). Then clearly for all u 6: (/ii - ~‘1. 
depth(u) <depth(b) = k. Hence, by induction hypothesis. for all a c (A -. I L N c 
M,,(M,) iff a E M;;(M;I). Consequently, for all a E A. a c MI,(M;) iff at ME $1;“). 

Now assume that be M, and, consequently, hi Ml,. Consider first the cani that 
An MI, f 64. Then by Proposition 2. I I we find a minimal w-enabling firing sequence 
w at M’ such that M’(a)M’ and w can H-fire at M’. Since iojU =(I and hl: M;. 

by Ml, also. At M’, w may H-firl: in such a way that 6’ acquires an H-token. Then 
u is in deadlock, at the resulting marking; a contradiction, because BG is supposed 
to be well behaved at M’. 

Hence we have A c M;, and as a result A c M;” also. Once again by Proposition 
2.11, we can find a minimal w-enabling firing sequence u at M"' such that M”‘[tv)M’ 
and w can L-fire at M’. At the marking obtained by w L-firing (at M’), however. 
h’ carries an L-token while b still carries an H-token. So u is in deadlock at a 

marking reachable, via M”, from M’. A contradiction. 
Thus indeed b E M,,. This completes the induction step and WC have M = .U ‘, 

Consequently, M c [M’) and because BG is well behaved at M’. BG is well beh;lveri 
at M, too. C 

The all-or-none property now easily follows. 

Theorem 4.10. Ler BP - ( V,, V,, A, 0, Z, M”) be a bp scheme. BP is well beoooed 

iflforevery ME[M”], BG=(V,, \‘,.A; Q,ZJ is well behavedat M. 
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I%oof. Suppose that BP is well behaved. but BG is not well behaved at some 

MC (M”]. Then due to Proposition 4.6 we find a C-node u. a o-extremal making 

M’c [M”] and two other markings M'.M'E[M"] such that M’[u)M’ and 

M’( r}M’. and HG is well behaved at M' but not at M.'. According to Proposition 

4.9. however. 34’ c [M’) so that BG is also well behaved at M’. Consequently, BG 

must bc well behaved at %I’. too. A rontradiction. 

The second h;rlf of the theorem is trivial. iII 

-1.2. Some atltiiriontrl proptwies of Ihe marking class 

A* we have seen already. the result stated in Thcorcm 4.8 iu a very useful one. 

Ifcrc WC’ shall hrlnp out .just one of its main conrcqucnces. It is: The m,Jrking class 

of ;I ~cll-beh;r\cd bp schcmc is uniquely dctcrmincd by the mrrking class of the 

underlying marked graph (which is ~of drtcrmined uniquely by the supporting 

strtmgly connrctcd dipraph). 

Pr&. If [ 31’ j=[.W’J. then clc;rrl> [ .ti’]=[ .I?‘]. s o ;ty\umc th;lt [.o’]=[.o’]. To 

l t:trt with HC obscrvc that I~, definition of the full marking class. [.VI’]=[.M’] it7 

(.%!‘I, (M-‘( d 0. So wc shall show that thrrc i\ a marking Bhich is both in [M’] 

;mtl 1 ,W’J. To this end. Ict H’ bc 21 node and M C. [M’] and ,M’c 1 M’] two np-cxtrcm;+l 

m;lrking\ such that (‘~.n IV,,) = (‘n*n M;,). C’lca~iy. 6f and ,\I’ arc two HP-cxtrimal 
-_- 

markings for the digraph IHi. Since [,%I’ I= [,A?‘]. 
. 

lhilt .%f = .%-f’. IXt (J ( ,%f,,’ I 

WC’ have through Thcorcm I. I .5 

%I, . If N c ‘H: then by construction, u L MI, iH rc t ,21;,. 
if (4 I ‘H. then. by ‘l’hcorcm -t.X. 11 ( M,, iti zt N 1 is ;I cli-node if? CJ E .%f;,. Thus indeed 

(I t .A!,,( \I, ) ill u G M;,(M; 1. In other word4 .\I = If’. hcncc (jW’]~~(.V’] f (1 and 

we arc done. 1 

The last result of this section states that iI UCII hchavcd bp scheme shows ;i unique 

‘\tc;ltl\ stiltc’ bch;lvioul. 

Proof. IS! Ih~rcm -4.10. the underlying hp graph is wll bchavcd at M and M’. 

I ct w bc ;I ntK1c of HP. I’hcn HC’ lind two w*-extrcm;il markings M’E[.V) and 

.!I ‘t (.\I’) such that ‘w’( Mi, = ‘H’ n .Zlf,. As shown in the proof of Theorem 4. I I. 

.\I’-= ,\1’ and thu\ indeed (.!l)n(,M’)#Ct. Z 

To finish this section w state two conjectures clmely related to the results of 

thi* unction. The first one i4 concerned with the question of how long it may take 



a well behaved bp scheme to reach its steady state behaviour. WC hclicvc that the 
following is true: Let BP be a well behaved bp scheme and let M’ltr)hI’ where ftiu 
all WE V, [vlw >O (each node tires at least once). Then M’ is ‘reproduc;i~-le’. i.e.. 
there is M’c[M’), M’# M’. such that M’c[M’). 

Our second conjecture is an all-or-none property of the \ccond hind. I.et 1%” bc 

a well behaved bp scheme and ,G be an arbitrary live and \afc marking of the 
underlying digraph. Then there exists a marking M of HCi with ,%? = ,ti $tlch thitt 
l3G is well behaved at M. 

Once the synthesis procedure has been prckentcd. it will he ca\icr to *CC’ H hy tha: 
two conjectures stated above arc important. 

5. The synthesis pmcedore 

We shall now present a technique for systematically constructing well r~ha~!d 
\cherr,es. The idea, as ant: would expect. is to start with ‘small’ bp whrrnet\ which 

are trivially well behaved and then repeatedly apply a set of transformatic n rule5 
to obtain more complex well behaved schemes. l‘hc 4ccJ Aemcs arc cir’lcd t lcmcn- 
tary schemes and they can bc of two types. 

Definition 5.1. (I) A T-cletnetmry bp scheme is a scheme HP = I V,. V,, , A, 

0. Z. M”) which satisfies: 
( I;I) ( VT1 = I and V, = 0; hcncc. A = <MI’, IJ ,V;‘. 

f IhI iAf:‘,l= I. 

(2) A X1-rlettwtr~ur,v bp schcmc is it scheme 131’ = ( V; . \‘,Q. A : (_I. Z. .\/‘I I t+ hich 
satisfies: 

(2a) V,=cr and IV,/= I: hcncc, A=,M:‘,uM;‘. 

(2171 iv:‘, = A. 

t 3! A bpschemc iscallcd rlenretrtmy itf it is cithcr r-clcmcntary or &-clcmcntary, 

Fig. 5. I 4hows iIn cxamplc of ;I T-clcmcntary an:I an &-clcmcntar:/ schcmc. 

WC note that every elemcntar), scheme is well bchavcd. 

In what follows we Ict S. .$. S,,. S,, etc. denote bp schemes. WC shall prcscr,t our 

transformation rule in a lhopcfully 1 precise but pictorial form accompanied by 
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explanations and remarks. A textual formulation will not contribute significantly to 

understanding the rules (quite the opposite. we believe) and hence we shall forego 

the pleasures of doing so. 
The general format will be to apply the rrunsformarion rule I; to the source scheme 

S = l V,. V,, A; 0, Z M), and obtain the target scheme s= ( vr. Gh,. a; d,z A?). 
The specitication of a rule will consist of four parts. 

( I ) The restrictions on M, the marking of S at which the rule is to be applied, 

(2) The restrictions that the structure of S (often w.r.t. M) must satisfy in order 

for the rule to become applicable. 
(3) The change etTected in the structure of S, to yield the structure of 3. 

(4) The specification of fi, the marking of 3. 
l%ere are eight ruler on the whole and the first seven rules will have parts (I) and 
(4) in common. So we shal! state them first. 

For the rules T, through T7, M. the marking of the source scheme must satisfy: 
If un arc appears in S but not in 3 then this arc must not be marked at M. 

The force of the above restriction is that in going from S to $ we do not want 
lo loo tokens. Indeed. often what causes headache in transforming S to 2 is that 

WC must ensure that s^ is a bp scheme; the underlying marked graph of s^ should 
be live and safe. Part (4) for the first seven rules reads: 

The marking fi of 3 is ohaincd as follows. If an arc appears both in S and 3, 
then it is marked in the same way at fi as it was ht M. If an arc appears in $ but 
not in S. then such an arc is left unmarked at h?. 

Thus in titating the (tirst seven) rules we mostly need to deal with just the structural 
rr*trictions and the changes in the structure. 

T, f arc refinement) 
‘I here arc ncr restrictions. An arc (I can always be extended by introducing a new 

l-in I-out ncdc w (which can bc cithcr a t-node or an &-node) and a new arc a’ 
;I$ *hewn in Fig. 5.2. 

Referring to Fig 5.3a. a node w of type x is split into two nodes w, and w2 of 
the* same type; a Nan-empry sets of new arcs A ,> is created each of which originates 
from w, and terminates at w2; ‘w. the input arcs of w in S is partitioned into (‘w), 
and (.H’) WY that (‘IV), becomes the set of input arcs of w, and (‘w),u Al2 become:. 
the rl of input arcs of H’: in 3; H”. the set of output arcs of H’ in S is partitioned 
into I H”), and 1 w?, w that i w’), L Al becomes the set of output arcs of w, and 
(WI, bccomch the \ct of output arcs of H’: in 3. The crucial restriction this rule 
rriu~t *;cli*fv i\: 

Ihe partitioning of ‘w-into (‘w), and (‘w),-and the partitioning of W.-into 
1 w’), and ( *“V).-must bc \uch that the undcrlving marked graph of 3 is live and safe. 

Thi\ rule i\ unqtisfactory in that its applicability is not a ‘local’ condition. For 
each irbtancc of its application. we must check globally that .$, the target scheme 
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is-viewed as a marked graph--live and safe. Matters are improved somewhat by 

observing that in going from S to 3 liveness is automatically preseved. What can 

get destto ed is safety. It is known to us that the safety of the underlying marked 

graph of J can be chocked in time bounded by O((Al”) [24]. And we might be able 

to do even better by keeping around and updating some information concerning 

the basic circuits of 3, the unuerlying marked graph of the source scheme S. After 

all. to ensure that the underlying marked graph of s^ is safe, just two things must 

be guaranteed. To bring this out let MGt = ( V,. A, ; Cl,, Z,, MI ) be a live and safe 
marked graph, WE VI. ((‘w),, (‘~1~) a partition of ‘IV and {(w’),. (w.),} a partition 

Let MO? - i V:. A !; Oz. Z2. MZ) be such that 

V,=(V,--(w))u (wt. w,), where w, f w2 and wI, w2E VI. 

A2=A,~A,2, where A,,#Hand A12nAI=U. 

V2nA2=(1. 

Va rl A,: 

J ifac(~‘),\~A,~. 

@(a 1 = w ,*: if a c (H”):. 

O,(a) otherwise. 

J W’, if a c (‘w),. 

%.J lt ) -= 
I 

w_7 if fJ c l’W):i/ A,?. 

%,t a I otherwise. 

f\f,r N ) = 
0 if u 6 A,:. 

51, (u I otherwise. 

Prtmf. From Thzorcm 1. IO it follows a( once that if M<iz is il live and safe marked 

graph. then M<i, satisli:s (A) and (B). 

So as\urnc (Al and (13). That MCi: is a live marked graph follows at once from 

Theorem 1.9. Now ?A) guarantees that every ilrc in Al2 is contained in a basic 

clrcun 01 MC;,. Part I tl) puar;lntec\ that a basic circuit in MG, which passes through 
scplnr ;lrc in (‘H’J ;mtl some ;Irc in ! w’), (and this circuit would be destroyed in 

poing over to M(i_.) ib not an ‘c*sscnlial’ basic circuit. Cl 

in Fig. 5.3b we show m example of a (disallowed) node refinement. The partition- 

ing WI’ have used is I’w~, ={a,}, (‘w*)2=(a,az}. (w), =(a,.a) and i w’)Z={a2}. 
hd this v~o~es both the conditions (A) and (B) of Proposition 5.2. 
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T, tV -diamond transformation) 

The arc a is replaced by two arcs a, and a2 as shown in Fig. 5.4. The rz+trictions 

that must be satisfied are: 
M, the marking of S in addition to the general restriction stated at the beginning 

must be such that no arc in (h, b,. hl} is marked at M. As for the structure. in S. 
the environment of the V-node u is no more than what is shown. In other words. 

in S, *c’={/J} and t’*={h,, h2}. 

/-------- /-a--_---* 

;“,$/JjJ_i.3.~ 

--,,-,--/ .--,---/ 

S j 
k&7. 5.4. 

i 
The effect of this rule is to distribute the fork t&J operation over the branch (0) 

operation. Stated differently, this rule can be equivalsntly, and for onr purposes 
less conveniently, presented as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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T, ( &-diapwmd transformution) 
Owe again, the arc a IS replaced by the two new arcs a1 and a2 as shown in 

Fig. 5.6. As in the previous rule the restrictions to be met are: 
At M, no arc in {b, 6,. b,2} should be marked. Moreover, the environment of the 

&-ncxfe I( is no more tharl what is shown; ‘u = (n,. b,} and u’= {b}. 

e-----N 

i 

“qiJ- ) 

i “’ :, 
I 

\ ti 

I 

” b 

b: v20 1 
I 

I rvb I 

.,---m-d 
I 

k,----A 

S g 
Fig. 5.6. 

~hte of the pleasing aspects of the theory of well-behaved bp schemes is that the 
F- and &-operations have some strong duality relationships, Most of our theorems 
about well-behaved schemes remain valid if we interchange V and & and reverse 
the directicm of all the arcs. And this duality will be strongly reflected in our synthesis 
procedure. I’, and T, are reverse duals of each other. As can be easiiy verified, 
rach of the remaining ones (except the last one) is its own reverse-dual. 

T, (DC transformation) 

‘J‘he two &-nodes U, and 14~ are replaced by a single F-node u. The two F-nodes 
r, and CI are replaced hy ii single &-node u. The four arcs c,,, cIz. czI. C22 are 
replaced by a single arc c. The restriction to be satisfied is: 

The environments of each of the nodes in (u,. IQ. L?,. c”) is no more than what is 
shown in rig. 5.7. 

Fig 5.7. 

i i 
L-a--./ 

a 

s 
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The effect of generalizing the three previous rules is obtained by introducing two 

additional rules. 

T6 (arc reduction) 
There are no structural restrictions except the obvious one that w must ba I-in 

l-out. The arc sequence au’ can be shortened to a through the eliminnti~n of the 
l-in l-out node w and the arc 0’. This rule is the ‘reverse’ of T,. See Fig. 5.8. 

N-e-/ 

x.y.2 e{v. 6) 
.---A 

S 5 
Fig. ~5.8. 

T7 ( node reduction) 
Two nodes w, and w2 of the same type such that g # A,2 = wi n’w:. can be 

collapsed together, after eliminating A 12, to one node w of the same type as wI 

and w2. In 3, *w=‘w,~(‘w~-A,~) and w’=(~;-A,~)u w;. The condition that 

must be satisfied is: 
In S at M, there is no token-free path of length greater than one from usI to ~‘2 

(see Fig. 5.9). 

I 
I 
I Wl x 

I 

I 
A12 

I 

I 

% 

w2 x 

I 

I 
‘h 

\ .ve 

w x PI . . . 

i i 
rr-----k 

s 
\ I 

4-----.~----/ 

S 
Fig. 5.9. 
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As opposed to T,, in going from § to $ through T,. safety will be preserved. 

What might get lost is liveners. The applicability condition stated above is designed 

to ensure that the underlying marked graph of 3 is live. This rule is also non-local. 

but as before, the appiicabiliry condition can be checked quite efficiently. 

T, l marking transformation 1 

The etfect of applyjng this -ule to S = ( r’,. V,, A; 0, Z. M) is to yield the scheme 

s=fV,. V,.A;O.Z.fi). where fi~[M]. 
In other words. the rule c,maists of tiring the nodes of S forwards or backwards 

a linitc numhet of times. 

This completes our presentation of the transformation rules. The synthesis pro- 

ccdurc is outlined in the next definition. 

5.2 Well formed bp .rc!remtg.v 

IMinMoa 5.3. Thr class of well formrti bp uchemes is denoted as Il.3 and is the 

smallest class of schemes given by: 

( I I Every clcmentary scheme is well fc?rmed. 

I 2) If S is well formed and s is ohtaincd by applying one of the eight transforma- 

tion rules to S. then .< is also well f,,rmed. 

In f.ip. 5.10 wc show the generation of a well formed hp scheme which differs 

from the scheme of Fig. 23(a) just in the initial marking. The resulting scheme is 

well behaved and wc have also demonstrated through this example that the scheme 

of Cg. 2.5(a) is well formed. 

,!n intcrcsting subclass of H’.F is what we call strongly well formed hp schemes. 

Intuitively. they arc schemes in which the t and XI operations arc properly ‘nested’. 

L)rmall). WC can state the following. 

fldidtb 5.4. The class of srrot& well formed bp schrmes is denoted as YN.3 

and is the smallest class of schemes given by: 

f I ) llvcry clcmcntary schcmc if strongly well formrd. 

I 2) If S is strongly well formed and 5 is obtained bg ‘tipplying T, (arc refinement) 

or 1. 1 nodc rrtincmcnt) to S. Ihen .$ is also strongly \\ell formed. 

(‘Icarl>. c\cry strongly well fcrrmctl scii-:mc- is &I well formed. That the converse 

IN not true will hccomc clear OKC HL obtain-in the next section-behavioural 

charactcriuttk,ns 01 II’.i ;md :I If’./. It will then be easy to demonstrate that the 

whcmc ol Fig. .?..CCaI is IICP( sIronplv well formed. 

.+. .J. 11~ two 5i.wnt.y CI~’ thr .s~r~tlres~ P protxdrtru 

WC no* wish 10 prove that our synthesis proccdurc yields only well behaved 

qhc*:+lcs. TO do ~1. UC shall tirst ;IT~W in detail thilt 11, the pode refinement rule 
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preserves well behavedness. The main idea is that S, the MIU~CC scheme. canl4mulate 

the behaviour of g with a bounded amount of ‘delay’. The remaining parts of the 

proof are quite straightforward. 

Lemma 5.5. Ler S = ( VT; V,, A: 0, 2, M) be u well behaoed bp schem und .< = 

( \i,, CA, A; 0. .& A?) be obtcrinrd by applying T._ to S. Then s^ i.p u1.m u well behaced 

scheme. 

Proof. We assume that the situation is as showr! in Fig. S..la. The node H’ has been 

split into w, and w2 with Al2 = w; n’w2 = A -A. The key observation ctmcerning 

the hehaviour of 3 is: 

Let $f ’ E [fi). Then 

VXE CT” G&: W,C ,,, x 3 x <‘$,I w*. 

This is true because if n, is a token free path from w, to x and nL is a rclkert-free 

path from x to w2 at J%?’ then in S, ?r,s~~ would be a circuit (passing th.rough WI 

which is token-free at every marking in [Ml. And this is ruled out becau**e .g is a 

live and safe marked graph. 
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To proceed with the main proof we note that MH Z B and hence I% +P. By 
assuming that 3 is not well behaved we will derive the contradiction that S is also 
not well behaved. To this end suppose that ~7 is a firing sequence at fi with fi[~)R’ 
and u is a node which is in deadlock at fi’. The underlying marked graph of 3 is 
live and safe. Moreover, no arc in Al2 is marked at 6?. Hence, in an) firing sequence 
in # starting from $?. the nodes w, and w2 would fire alternatingly with w1 firing 

first. The proof is by induction on k = ICI,,. 
t I) k =O. Then [al*, 6 I. If /VI,, =O. then u is also a firing sequence of S at M. 

Moreover. we can find a marking M’ with M[a)M’ such that either the node u 
i\ in deadlock at M’ in case u E ( w,, w2} or w is in deadlock at M’. In either case 

we have 14e contradiction we are looking for. 
So suppose that rr = U, wIcrI?. Let u2 = y,, y:. . , . , y,, with y, E 0 ( = pr u GA) and 

let 6&n,)& hcsuch that ~‘[wlo,)&‘. Weshallassumethat for 1 s is n, w, <,k>i y,. 

To WC that this does not involve any loss of generality: 
l.ct i bc the least integer in (I, 2,. . . , n) such that w, K,GI y,. Then y, is firable 

at .%?’ and we can obtain .G’(y,w,y, . . . y, ,ys+, . . . Qfi’. By repeatedly applying 
this transformation we can arrive at a firing sequence which satssfies our require- 

ments. Which. to recall. are: fi[o,w,~r~)b?; some node u is in deadlock at fi’; 
.fi(~,)A’[w,n~).@; with (~~=y,y,... y,. it is the case that for each y,, w, c.9’ y,. 

Now no arc in A,: is marked at 61’ and hence by firing (I, at M (in S) in the 
\;tme why in which it was fired in 3, we can obtain M[v,)~‘. Let C’ be a minimal 
w-enabling wquence at I%?’ (in S). If rr’ does not exist then S is not well behaved 
and we are done. Assuming that U’ indeed exists, we claim that for I F is n. [o’(~, = 0. 

I‘hk is hecauw W, is lirahle a~ fi’ (in s) so that V’ is a minimal w,-enabling sequence 
at I*?’ in .6 We know that H’, ,y 51 y, for each y, and this at once implies that 
y, / <,’ w: as WC observed right at the beginning. From Theorem I. I2 it follows at 
once that I,r’l, = 0. 

It is now easy to check that in S we can find a marking M’ where M[n,a’ WC? 3- M’ 
\uch that some node is in deadltrk at .%I’. 

(2) k -0. Let u=~~,w,u,~H’~(~~ with (a,[,, =O=]rr,,j.,. Let .fi’ be such that 
,\j(tr,).tf’ id bi'( w,tr,:w,rr,)Tf’. Set (7,: = y, y2 . . . y,, wi:h y, E 2: As observed in 

the proof of the basic step we can assume without loss of generality that w, < (,I y, 
h,r I - i-- n. Which lets us conclude that y, P ,.,J wl. As a result, u’ = U, wC~,+r2 is 
alup :I firing rcluence at A? with .I?[u’),%?‘. Finally. let $f[t7, w, wz)$f’[rr!Za,)J~‘. 
f hen it ic 4tr;tightforward to verify that hl[tr, ~.)~<f’ in S also. The required ccatradic- 

ticm con nou IW obtained ly ;,pplying the induction hyp,thesis at 16’. 6 

Ptcmf. Every &mcntary scheme is well behaved. Hence we merely need to prove 
th:tt thr tran4ormation rules preserve well behavedness. To do so, let S be a we11 
hh;a\cd whrmc :Ind s he obtained by applying the rule Y& to S for some ii 
(I.-’ n). 
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i = 1.6. .$ is obviously well behaved. 
i = 2. Ry Lemma 5.5, $ is well behaved. 
i = 3,4. That 3 is a bp scheme (I.e., the underlying marked graph of .< i\ he ,r.ld 

safe) is easy to establish. The proof that 3 is well behaved is very similar tclc-and 

a shade messier than-the proof of Lemma 5.5 and hence we shall omrt it. 
i = 5,7. Again the fact that 3 is a bp scheme is easy to prove. To \how well 

behavedness we follow the proof idea of Lemma 5.5 (along much smoother path* 

this time). 
i = 8. Theorem 4.10 tells us that s is well behaved scheme. !.I 

6. The completeness of the synthesis proeedrre 

As the title of the section suggests, the aim here is to show that the syn+lhcGs 

technique introduced in the previous section yields all well behaved scheme? 7 he 
pr;>of is somewhat involved and we shall do our best to chop it up into digcr Jhle 

pieces. We will start with a set of reduction rules using which one can ‘par*&; hp 
schemes. 

6. I. The reduction rules 

As in the presentation of the synthesis rulcc WC specify the reduction rule* only 
graphically. There are six rules on the whole. WC denote the .vource scheme to which 
the teduction rule K, is to be applied by S = ( V,. V,. A; 0. Z, M) and the resulting 
turgetscheme t-y 3 = ( q,. Gk. A; d,.?!, A?). As before, the specifisation of each rule 
will consist of the following. 

(1) The restrictions on M, the mitrking of S at which the rule is to be applied. 
(2) The restrictions on the structure of S that must be met for the rule to be 

applicable. 
(3) The changes in the structure &ected by the application of the rule. 
(4) The specification of fi, the marking of 3. 

The first and fourth parts of the specification is common to the rule% H, thrcqh 

R,. So we shall put them down firs!. 
The marking M must satisfy: If an arc appears in S but not in !$ then su&hl an 

arc should not be marked at M. 
The new marking fi of $ is obtained as follows: If an arc appears in S and .<. 

then it is marked in the same way at .$ as it was marked at M. If an arc appcarv in 
3 but is not in S, then it is left unmarked at $f. The first two reduction rule4 arc 
renamed versions of two trandormatlon rules. 

RI (arc reduction 1 
Same as the transformation rule T6. 
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Same as the transformation rule T7. 

R, fw reducrian) 

This is the ‘reverse’ of a generalized version of Ts. The restrictions are: 
The cwironments of u and u in S are no more than what is shown in Fig. 6. I. 

Indherwords.‘o=(a,,a~....,a,},c~={c}=’uandu’=(b,,6~....,6,}. 

‘H, (F -diumorid reductifm ) 

b! bn 

i I 
~,----e--/ 

The F-ncdc c, is split into IWO ~-nodes r; and r’,‘; a new &-node 14 is inserted 

in bctwcen through the addition of the arcs h and h’ as shown in Fig. 6.2. The key 

part ,tf the reduction is tct replate the arcs 11,. N?. . . , , a,, by a single arc a. The 

rc*Iriction* arc: 
A! ,hc marking M in addition to the gcncral restriction stated at the beginning. 

no iIlX in (0,. h,,a, h2,. . . . a,,, h,,} should be marked. And as indicated in the 

diicgrilm. for I . i -. II. Iu;l =* 2. Finally. the environment of the C-node c, is no more 

than whitI is shown in f;ig. 6.2. 

Thts rule is the ‘reverse’ of a pcncralizcd version of TI. 

74. I & -diumcmd reduction ) 
I hts 15 the reverse dual of K,. The restrictions are: At M. in addition to the 

ccymmon restriction. no arc irt (u,. h,. ~1~. h,. . . . . (I,,. h,,} should be marked. And as 

indicated. for I . i . n. /‘L’,( 2. Finally. the cnvironmcnt of the &-node 14, in S is 

1111 more than what is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

H.. I marking trrrnsjormntion ) 
SMITE- a* the transformation rule 7;. 
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I-ig. 6.3. 

These are all the reduction rubs we need to show the completeness of the synthesis 
technique. To start with we shall show that each reduction rule !ransport!s well 
behavedness from source to target ;;nd well formecness from target to source. 

D&&ion 6.1. Let S be a hp dteme. 
(a) For 1 5 is 5. S is said to h K,-reducible if7 the reduction rule K, Lan be 

applied to S. 
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(h) S is said to be reducibfe iff for some i with I s is 5, S is R,-reducible. 

(c) S is irreducibk it? S is not reducible. 
id) $ is a reducrion of S iff 3 can be obtained by applying a reduction rule to S. 

mr 6.2. Let 3 be a reduction of the well behaved bp scheme S. Then g is also 

a well behaued bp scheme. 

Proa& By definition. 9 is the result of applying the reduction rule Ri to S for some 

iin{l.2....,6). 
i = I, 2,h. We have already dealt with these cases in Theorem 5.6. 
i = 4.5. That .$ is indeed a bp scheme is not difficult to prove. To show that 3 is 

well behaved we can borrow the proof technique of Lemma 5.5 to simulate 3 with 
S; in the present two cases without any ‘delay’ even. The required result then 

follows easily. 
i = 3. If 8 is a bpscheme then once again through some straightforward simulation 

we can show that 8 IS well behaved because S is well behaved. Tbe part that requires 
an argument is that .!? is a bp scheme, i.e., the underlying marked graph of s* is live 

and safe. 
There is no trouble about verifying liveness. To show safety we must prove that 

rach of the new arcs in {c,,I I 5 is m, I 5 jc n) is contained in a basic circuit. To 
do so. it is sufficient to prove that in .$?, the underlying marked graph of S, there is 
a basic circuit cont;tining a, and b, for 1 s i G m and 1 8 j s n. 

Let i. j he such that I s i s m and I s is n. While 3 is live and safe there is a 
basic circuit n pas+.ing thrcjugh a, (in 3). Since L” = ‘u = {c} (see Fig. 6. I ). s must 
contain an output arc of ti. say b,. where I C- k s m. Similarly, let rr’ be a basic 
circuit of .q containing b, and which of necessity must pas< :hrough some input arc 
of I:. say a,. Without loss ot generality. let us assume that n and V’ originate from 
N. Now B and n’ can be expressed as n = 51 n I 2, I’= z; vi such that ST, and x; are 
node-disjoin! except for the initial and terminal nodes (see Fig. 6.4). 

Suppusc that s, and r; have the F-node c as their terminal nodes. In other 
tiord*. 7r and 11’ meet at t’ for the first time after departing from u. Then starting 
from a marking at which 14 has just H-fired we can apply Proposition 2.13 to conclude 
that S is not well behaved which is a contradiction. Hence ST and n’ must meet 
earlier than I: This implies that n;lr: is also a basic circuit (recall that 3 is live) 
and it pac\c*+ through both a, and h,. i? 

T&IUCRI 6.3. 1.~1 .g IQ a redwtron c;f the bp scheme S. If 3 is well formed, then S 

is crho ndl jr,rtnecl. 

Pr&. I.rt < be obtained by applying the reduction rule R, to S, where I C ; 5 6. 
i = I. WC can apply 7’, to 3 to get back to S. 

i = 2. We can find a suitable application of Tz to s’ to get S. The required node 
\pli’linp would be permitted because S is known to be safe. 
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Fig. 6.4. 

I’ = 3. We have &olva in Fig. h.S for the concrete case m = 3. II = 2 how S can 

be obtained from $Chtorcgh a sequence of applications of the tranJormatiocl rule*. 
An inductive argufl&t Pased on this idea can be easily constructed. 

i = 4. Once ag;air?NYie hsve illustrated, in Fig. 6.6, the proof idea through a cd*ncrcte 
example. 

if 5. Similar IO I&t of the previous case. 
i=6. Trivial. 0 

I he above resul( $uggests a possible way of proving that every well behaved 
scheme is well forn+U. It is sufficient to show that every well behaved scheme can 
be-by repeatedly a pplying the reduction rules-reduced to an eletrrrnt;ary hp 
scheme. Motivated by this WI: shall first show that starting from a well bchavcd 

scheme, if the reduc li& process terminates then the resulting scheme is elementary. 
Afterwards we wtil&our chat there IS one ‘standard’ way to do the reduction which 

always terminates. 

6.2. Irreducible well’/Ahaoelf scheme.\ are element‘lry 

The first result is iJleresting in its own right. 

Tbeorem 6.4. Let S h Q bp scheme. If the supporting bp graph of S has one rf the 

three structures shoufJ irt Fig. 6.7 as a (bp) subgraph (see Definition 3.4), thvn S is 

not well behaved. 
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hip. f-1.5. 

Prnof. (A 1 Assume that Fig. 6.7(A) is a subgraph of S. Let M’ be a marking in the 
forward markmg class of S at which c is enabled I(, H-fire. If no such marking 

exists then S is not wc4 behaved and we are done. There are two situations to 

consider aK M’. 
Mupp~ there is no token-tree path different from b. leading from u to u at M’. 

if I’ carries a token at M’. let M’[c)M’ such that hc M,', (M:) if CE ML (M:,). 
I‘hcn 14 is ia deadlock at ML. Otherwise, for w = Q(c) there is a minimal w-enabling 
quence (r at M’ wi!h 14, =O. Let M’[o):Cl’[w~M ‘. and let M"[o)M' such that 
Itt If:, (.Vf:~ if CC M: (IV,$ Then u is in deadlock at 144”. 

So suppc~ indeed P is a token-free path at M’ different from b. leading from 
L’ to 14. Without loss of generality assume that the first arc of ZT is a and that the 
IN ;trc of ‘T is C. Let M’[ c)M’ such that a c Mf+ and hence h E Mt, Starting from 
.$I’. without tiring 14. WC can guide the H-token on a along ?r to reach a marking 
I/’ at which ht M; and CC hf:,. In other words, u will be in deadlock at M'. 
f lit A*~rtw that Fig. 6.7(H) is a subgraph of S. If S is to be well behaved, then 

every arc WJ~~ hc contained in a r-component of S (Theorem 3.23). Let the arz 
6, (see f’ip. h.7(Bt~ becontained in a r-component S’ =( Vi. Vi. A,; 0’. Z’, M’). 



o+b b+c 

(A) 
“1 + ba 

(8) 

tig. 6.7. 
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If rul> 1 then by part (A) of this theorem S is not well behaved. Hence, ‘u ={a,} 

and,consequently,a, E A,. But O(U,)E: V’ impliesthat $E A, andagainZ(+)E V' 
implies that (I*E A,. Since S’ is a V-component we now have the contradiction 

uc Vi and lu’nA,(~ 1. 
(C) Assume that Fig. 6.7(C) is a subgraph of S. Then it is easy to verify that the 

arc 6: is not contained in any &-component of S. Once again by Theorem 3.23 we 
can conclude that S is not well behaved. Cl 

Using the above result we can now demonstrate that if S is a weI’-behaved scheme 

which is not elementary and to which RI, R2 and R3 cannot be applied, then R4 
(er R, can be applied to S. First we shall demonstrate that a ‘partially’ irreducible 

well behaved scheme must contain a particular kind of subgraph. 

W 64. Let S be a well behaved scheme which is not elementary and to which 

the reduction rub RI, R2 und R 3 cannot be applied. Then S has CI basic circuit of 

muximum length oj the jorm o = ala2a3. . . a, such rhat (see Fig 6.8): 

t-ig. h X 

Proof. I.ct 72 bc a basic circuit of maximum length in S. Since R2 cannot be applied 
to S. for c\cry arc h contained in 1~ we must have that O(b) and Z(b) are of 
differcnr types. Now the required result follows by appealing to the facts that R, 

and RI cannot bc applied to S; Fig. h.7( .A 1 cannot he a subgraph of S; and 3 is a 
hvc and safe marbcd graph. r, 

It Hill bc convenient to go through onr more intermediate step before we get to 

Ihe result we arc actually after. 
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Lemma 6.6. Let S be a well behaved scheme which is not elementary and to which 

the reduction rules R, , Rt and R3 cannot be applied. Let the structure shown in Fig, 6.8 

be a Jubgraph of S where the arcs a,, a2 and a3 are contained in a basic cir. uit of 

maximum length. Let M’ be a v, -extremal marking Then, 

( 1) for every x E v; there is a token-free path at M’ from b, to v2 which contr~ins 

x, or 

(2) for every y E ‘u2. at M’. there is a token-free path from u, to u2 which ce*tntain.$ 

Y. 

Proof. Suppose that XE Vi and Yt’u2 such that at M’ there is no token-file path 
from vl to v2 containing x and there is no token-free path from u, to u1 contaming 
y. We shall derive the contradiction that S is not well behaved. 

Let M'[v)M2 and .M’[v)M’ such that a,6 M2 ,r-which implies x F. Mi ---and 

x E M:t. which implies a, E Mi. The simple but crucial observation to keep in mind 
is that 

Consider a minimal c,-enabling sequence a at M’. Let Z(x) = w. Then ln cause 
we are assuming that there is no token-free path from c, to c2 which rant, ins x, 
we can conclude that lrrj,, =O. At M’ and hence :.t M’ and Ml, there canrajt he 

any token-free path from U, to c2 other than the one pnjvided by the arc u:. 
(Proposition 2.13). Hence, we can assume without loss of generality that 11, fire% 
right at the end of q. In other words. v=I~,u,. Let M'[cr,)MJ and M’ IX the 
marking obtained by firing CT, at M.’ in the same way in which it was fired st M’ 

(see Fig. 6.0). This is possible because fi’ = fi’ and S is well behaved. Hy con!4truc- 
tion of MJ and M’. we have fi” = fi’. a, E Mit, x E M:, (recall, )u\,, =Ot. I. deed 
the only difference between M’ and MS is the way in which the two arcs a, rnd x 
are marked. While n=cr,u, is a r,-enabling seyuencc we know that every input 
arc of c2 other than a2 is marked at M” and M’; moreover. they are marked in 
the same way at M’ and MS. We claim that 

Fig. 6.9. 
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To see this wt merely need to observe that if some arc in ~v2-{a2} carries an 

H-token at M’ and hence at M”, then at the marking obtained by H-tiring ul at 

M’. the C-node vz will be in deadlock. This prcjves the claim. 

We can now start concentrating on tne arc y. Suppose that y E AI:,. Then y E Ml, 

:!!a:~. Ai Jj’. we can L-tire u, followed by an L-firing of q IO create a deadlock at 

u:. If yr Mf. then. at M’. we can H-tire u,. followed by an H-firing of v2 to create 

a deadlock at u2. 

Hence assume that the arc y is not marked at M” and M”. Let O(y) = w’ and 

U’ a minimal w’-enabling sequence at M’. Let MJ[cr’w’)Mh and M’ be the marking 

ohained by firing U’W’ at M5 in the same way as it was fired in going from MJ to 

M”. fkc;~uw WC are assuming that at M’ there is no token-free path from u, to 

14: containing y, it isalso true at M’and M”. Hence ~‘l,,, = 0. Consequently, lb’),: = 0 

also and it is sasy to verify the following details: 

u, F M;;. UN- M:. .c>-(u~)c_ M;‘, ‘C,-(u,}c ,%I;. 

Sincc y is marked at M” and it is marked in the same way at M” and M’ we 

need consider two cases. Let y t M;,. Then at M’ we can L-tire u, followed by an 

I.-tiring of rJ to produce a deadlock at u2. If pi M;‘. the2 at M” WC’ can H-fire II, , 
followed by an H-liring of c1 to crtdte a deadlock at 11~. !-lcnce our ~~riginal 

i1wmlp~ion must bc false. : ’ 

‘l’heorem 6.7. Ixt S hu u well behcrced irrerItm!~ie hp schrnte. 7hen S is ekmentary 

Prc4 Suppose that S ii well hehilvcd and the reduction rules R,. R2 md K3 cannot 

be applied to S. Assume that S is not clcmcnt;lrg. Then WC‘ need to show that H., 

or H, can be applied to S. 

‘1‘0 this end we firsr note that hy I.emma 65. there is ;1 basic circuit of maximum 

length of the form n I= IN,. (4:. u1 . rr,,) which fulfills the conditions laid out by that 

lemma (set Fig. 6.X). 

I Ising I.cmma (1.6. let us tirst qqx~,c that for e&y x c ci there is a token-free 

path from r1 to L’: containing L at the r, -cxlrrm;A marking M’. Let x c Ci -(N,} 

;~ntl r’ hc such iI t&en-free path. If !1~‘/ .a 2 then x <;:nnot be 3 basic circuit of 

m;lrimum length. If in’1 = I. then Fig. 6.7(B) U.~IUII~ be ;t subgraph of S which 

cltntt&icts the uell behavednesc of S (Theorem (1.4). Hence In’/ = 2. Z(X) must be 

.I A-node hc~usc‘ H: is not applicable to S and x is a basic circuit of maximum 

length. It i.%C )j ’ I then once again S c;tnnot be well behaved hccause Fig. 6.7(A) 

uc~~ltl bc iI \ubgr;lph S. I Icncr ‘Z( .K) = {x). If iZ( .r )‘I = I. then RI would be applicable 

141 S. t’~~nqucntIy. IZ( t )‘, 1. Since this,is true of every output arc of c,. we tit)% 

h.t\c thial H, is ;Ippli<:lble IO S. 
II OII 111~ oth himtl. itt .%f ‘. for every y t .u2. there is ;I token-free path from u, 

14: 14: containing y, then by il simikrr \C’I of arpumellts we can conclude that R, is 

iIppliC;lhk t0 S. T.1 
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6.3 A characterization of YW.9 

As a run up to the main result we will now obtain a hehavioural char;lctcpi/,;rtion 

of .Y%Y? 

Definition 6.8. Let S = ( V,. V,, A; O,Z, Mj be B hp scheme. Then the retie of 

S is denoted as SR and is given by S ’ = ( V,, V,. A; 0”. Z”, M) where 0” = % 

and ZR = 0. 

The reverse of a bp scheme is ;llso a bp scheme. This is bccausc Irom ‘l’bcl~rcm 

1.9 we have that the marked graph MG = l V, A; 0. Z, M) i\ live and \afc it7 Ihc 

marked graph MG K = ( V. A; Z, Q, M) is also live and safe. 

Definition 6.9. A bp scheme is said to be strongly we/l behaced iff both S ;& its 

reverse are well behaved. 

The bp scheme shown in Fig. 2.3 is strongly werl behaved but not the one G houn 

in Fig. 2.5(a). It turns out that .‘f UlF is completely characterized by thi& pro wrcy. 

Lemma 6.10. Let S he a strolagly well behaoed scheme and s^ be ohtuined by utq(virry 

T, or Tz to S. Then 5 is also a strongly well hehaced scheme. 

Proof. We lirst observe that rf the scheme 3 can be obtainrd from S through I,( 7;). 

then the reverse of .$ can br obtained from the reverse of S thtough I‘,( ‘I:,. ‘I hi\ 

follows once again from the characterization of live and safe natrkcrl pr:@. I ;tnO 
the definitions. The required result can now bc derived using I.zrnma 5.?, 

Lemma 6.11. Let S be a strongly well behaoed scheme and .$ be obtaiNed by up,plyrrlK 

tlv reduction rule R, or KI to S. Then .$ is ul.so strongly weil behaced. .%lorecrver, if 

$ is strongly well formed. then so is S. 

Proof. The proof f,#ows at once from Theorem 6.3 and the dctinitions. 

Theorem 6.12. A bp scheme is strorlgly well formed ifl it is stmngly well behut.ed. 

Proof. Let S be sttongly well formed. Since every elementary theme is strongly 

well behaved. we can conclude from Lemma 6. IO that S isalso strongly well behaved. 

Assume that S is a strongly well behaved scheme. Let S,,, S,. , . . be a srqulrnce 

of bp themes of maximum length such that S = S,,; for i 2 0, S,, , is obtained by 

applying RI or R2 to S,. Now the number of nodes in the target scheme is strictly 

less than the number of nodes in the source scheme whenever we apply HI ow H, 

to the source scheme. Consequently. the sequent p of bp schemes described ~IIYPVC 

must be of finite length. It must rerminate with the bp scheme S, which is strr,rlgly 
_ A 
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well behaved by Lemma 6.11. If S, is elemr:ltary then again by Lemma 6.1 I, So = S 
is strongly well formed and we are done. 

So assume that S. is not elementary. Let s be a basic circuit of maximum length 

in $,. While S,, is not elementary In\> 1. f3y construction, neither RI nor R2 can 

be aflied to S, We know (Theorem 6.4) that neither Fig. 6.7(A) nor its ‘reverse’ 
(the one obtained by reversing all arc?J can be subgraph of the strongly well behaved 
scheme S,,. Consequently, the situation along T must be one of the two shown in 
Fig. 6. IO. In both cases we are led to the contradiction that S,, is not live and safe. 

Hence. S, must indeed be elementary so that S is strongly well formed. !Z 

. 

V 1 b 

V 

t Me IVI the cc~nscclusnr’cs of this somewhat surprising and pleasing result is thilt 

HC can cheek whether .I ti:heme is in :I H 3 by firing the nodes systematically forwards 

;tnd birckwitrds to vcrif! good bchaviour; to check whether a scheme is strongly 

well bchavcd. we can repeatedly apply H, and R2 and see whether WC end up with 

an clcmcntary whcmc. It is easy to see now that the scheme of Fig. 23(a) is not in 

.I H ‘X 
W’hitt makes it difficlrlt to prove a similar result for the larger class I(‘.3 is that 

the number of no&s oocs not decrease strictly for each application of R3. R, and 

K,. So there is no gu:~rantec that rcpeatrd applications of the reduction rules to :I 

ucll bch;rvcd rhcmc will cvcr result in an irreducible scheme. What we need is a 

more complicxtcd ml acurc and a more sophisticatcd reduction procedure. 

Wc 41all lirbr o rild up \ome reduction macros by stringing together the reduction 

rule\ in .tppropr,..tc ways. The motivation for constructing these macros will become 

clear once H’P define a mcasurc called the size factor. It will turn out that for each 

application of a reduction macro. the sire factor either remain4 constant or (at least 
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for two of the macros) strictly decreases. This w’ll then enable us to write a reduction 
procedure which is provably convergent. There are essentially three macros but for 
the sake of uniformity we shall simply rename two of the reduction rules. 

RM,. Same as R,. 

RMI. Same as RZ. 

RM+ Apply R3 to the source scheme S to obtain the target scheme .<, Startiq 

from .I$ apply R2 as often as possible in such a way that in each application (of R,:) 

at least one node is involved which is in 3 but not in S. 

RM4 (RMs). Apply R, (R,) to the source scheme S to obtain the target <hen!: 
g. If possible, apply RMJ once to $. 

To be precise, we must also include R,. But from now on, for the \al;e (.I 
convenience, we assume that R, comes ‘free’. We shall assume that. whenever 
necessary, the marking of the scheme that we are working with is replaced by :I 

suitable marking taken from the full marking class of the scheme. Belore we procccJ 
to the size factor it is useful to observe the following. 

Lemma 6.13. Let S be a bp scheme and S’ he the result of applying RM, IO S wher * 
I G i < 5. If S is well behaved, then S’ is also well behaved. If S’ is well formed the. : 
S is also well formed. 

Proof. The proof follows at once from Theorems 6.2 and 6.X Cl 

Definition 6.14, Let S = ( VT. V,. A; 0. Z, M) bc a bp scheme. ‘I’hen 
( I ) NF(S) denotes the node factor of S and is defined as 

NF(SI=IV,J+~V,I. 

(2) PF(S) denotes the parity factor of S and is defined a% 

PF!S!=l{(v,. v2)E Vlv,# Cr. FIn’v2fti, v,f V,cSc,c V,)l. 

(3) SF(S) denotes the size factor of S and is defined as 

SF(S)‘=NF(S)+PF(S). 

Roughly speaking, the parity factor counts up the number of pairs of adjacenl 

nodes that are distinct from each other but are of the same type. We will now verily 
that the size facto1 decreases monotonically for each application of the reduction 
macros. 

Lemma 6.15. Let S be a bp scheme. 

(a) Let g be obtained by applying RM, to S. Thert SF(g) 5 SF(S). 
(b) Ld s be obtuined by applying RIML IO S. Then SF(s) = SF(S) - 2. 

Proof. The proof follows easily from the definitions. Cl 
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1-m 6.16. Let S be a bp scheme and S’ be obtained by applying RM3 to S. Then 

SF( S’ I - SFt S) - 2. 

w. We shall make use of the notations shown in Fig. 6. I to develop the proof. 

I,et .g tw the result of applying RI to S. Then, 

NF($)=NFfS)+m+n -2. 

NOH consider a, I_ ‘c. If C&a,) is a r-node in S-and hence in !&then the pair 

t of a,). r I which contributes to SF(S) is not present in .‘$. lf on the other hand O(a,) 

i\ :I &-node. then the pair 1O(a,), 14,) will contribute to PF(g) whereas this pair 

C~CK’S not exist in S. Let 

111, -? i{ or ‘c!O(~r)c V,}] and n,=I(bc u.iZ(b)r V,}l. 

‘i hen it is easy IO scc’c’ that 

Sf.(.~l)-SF(.S)+2(nl+n)-$Im, tn,)-2. 

(Xl (4, ‘ ‘r \uch that O(rr, 1 is a Sr-node. By construction. the only input arc of II, 

111 .< I\ (I,. frcncc H. imolving O(rJ,) and 14, can be applied to .< (subject to some 

ch;lngti In the m:lrking). I’hc node II, is in 3 but not in S. Hence this is ;I reduction 

uhlch 14 Ixrmittcd by R,M ,. By the previous lemm;* the size factor will go down by 

tucp. lBlt then wc ciln .~pply R2 at Icat (1~ IPI, ) + ( II _- II, I times to 3 as part of the 

~~wc~it:~m of R!Lf ,. (‘6~nsqucntIy. 

\fc.S’,- Sl4.i‘) 2trtt m, 1 ;l(ff - 11, b. 

Sulntttuting the cxprcssion for St’C .<I thirt wc’ hilvc dcrivcd aho\e (in terms of 

9 IS,,. Hl' pet 

Sf (.S’,- WIS) 2. 

Pruof. I ct S’ 1~~’ obtained b! applying KM, to S. Once again we shall make use of 

t k. rr.2 10 tJc\chrp the proof. Let .$ bc the result of applying R, to S. Then it is 

vi,\! to serif! that NF(.4)=Nt:(S)+ 2 and PF(.<‘,=Pf-(S, so that SF(.<)=SF(S)+2. 

‘iow ;m ;IppliC;ttl(~n of KM, involving L ; and 14 bccomcs enabled for g. But then 

b! the prc\ious Icmma. St.t S’) - SE‘I .<, .- 2. 

I hc proof hlr RM, is similar and wc shall omit it. Z 1 

I hu- in ;I reduction procedure which involves the repeated applications of the 

reduction macros. R\f, and RM, can be each applied at most a bounded number 
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of times. To ensure that a reduction procedure involving only RM,. RM, and KY 
will always terminate. we need the foliowing. 

Lemma 6.18. Let S’ be /he result ofclpplying RM, or KM, to the bp scheme S. 77:: ‘I 

the number of elementary circuits in S’ is strictly less than the number of ekmenttr ‘J 

circuits in S. 

Proof. As usual we will give just one half of the proof. Let S’ he the result 01 
applying RM4 to S. Let 3 be the scheme obtained by applying H, (the first \tcp sn 

RM5) to S. Referring to Fig. 6.2, we first note that the path b,x in S whcrc xc u; - ((1 } 
can be simulated by the path hb’h,x in 3. The paths b,a,. bzaz,. . . , ,I ,, h a can all hi 
simulated by the single path ba. If a path in S does not touch any of the &-no&~s 
uI through u,,, then it will also be 3 path in 3. Using these facts. it is ,traightforwanl 
(but somewhat laborious) to prove that .@$ has strictly less elementary circuits than 
S does. 

As noted in the proof of the previous lemma, RMI will be applicable to .<. I-r! 
S’ be the result of applying K1 (as the first step in RM,) tc, $. Then it is easy 11 i 
verify that S’ does not have anymore elementary circuits than .< doc4. C’crncidc 

the process of going from S’ to S’ through a number of application\ of Hz (th. rcs 
of RM,). Let w, and H’~ bea pair of nodcscollapsed together with wj n’~~e1iminato.l 

in one such application of K2. By the specification of RM,, ~9, or w1 mu51 bc in S’ 
but not in g. From the proof of Lemma h. I6 it is clear that if H’, ( w2) is in S’ but 
not in .+% then 1 H’;((/‘w& = i. In either case. through the application of K, thr number 
of clcmentary circuits does not increase. In other words. the number of clementar!. 
circuits doe> not incrcahe in any no& reduction performed !though in general. thl+ 
is certainly not true) in going from .$ to S’. And a\ WC have already \ec’n. s ha*+ 
strictly less clcmentary circuits than .5: doe\. i I 

6.5. A chrtructerizution of II 3 

WC can at last establish the cc~mplctcnrss of our synthesis procedure. All lhat iw 
jacking at this stage is a reductiorl prtwccdure that is guaranteed to turminatc. The 
algorit!lm given beiow is one such. 

Reduction Algorithm 

begin 
inpi S. a well behaved bp scheme 
i + 0; S, + S. 

do while (S, is reducible) 

do while t S, is H,-reducible) 

let s,+, be the result of applying i<, to S,; 
i+i+ I, 

Od 
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k WW fSi is R,-reducible or Rt-reducible) 

kt S,+, be the result applying RM2 or RMJ IO S,; 

i*i+l; 

el 

II S, is R,-reducible or Rs-reducible 

then let S,, , tx the result of applying RM, or RM5 

to s,; iti+ 

ebeskip 

fi 

od 

S’ +- s, ; oatpvl S’ 
end 

-en 6.19. A bp scheme ir well buhaoed iff it is well formed. 

M, l.ct S be a well behaved bp scheme. To see that S is well formed let us 

prexent it as the input to the reduction algorithm given above. Let us assume that 

the algorithm terminates. Then the output S’ is irreducible. It is we!l behaved by 

Lrmma 6. I3 and hence is elementary by Theorem 6.7. That S,, = S is well formed 

follows now at once from Lemma 6.13. Thus we just need to verify that the reduction 

algorithm tcrminatcs. 

First we observe that each application of a reduction macro will certainly termin- 

ate. Now consider the first do loop in the algorithm. Each application of RM, 
reducc~ the number of nodes by one. So that if this loop is entered with Si having 

k nodes. then it can execute at most k times. For the second loop, if we enter with 

S, having size factor k. then the loop will he executed at mcl+t I:k 1 ( [xl is the least 

intcgcr greater than or cqual to the rational X) rimes. This follows from Lemmas 

6. IS and h. Ih. So #his loop will also always tcrminatc. 

(‘onsiderinp the running of the whole algorithm, the size factor does not increase 

by the execution of the first loop or by the execution of the if. , . fi statement. This 

follows from the first part of Lemma h. IS and Lemma 6.17. As we have already 

noted. for each itcr.ttion of the 3econd loop the size factor goes down by two. Hence. 

II WC ccmsidcr the srquencc of schemes generated during the execution of the 

algorithm S = :5,,. S,. S,, . . . , then starting with some j>O for every k 3 j, S,, , is 

the result of applying RM, e.)r KM, or RM, 10 Sk. 

The numhcr of clcmcntary circuits does not increase by an application of RM, 
hut it strictly decreases by an .tpplication of RM., or RM, (Lemma 6.18). Hence, if 

UC’ consider the scqucnce schemes S,. S,, ,, . . . (where j is as defined above), then 

starting Hilh stmic I --i wc ‘*ill have thitt for cvcry k z 1. S,, , is obtained from S, 

I?! ilIl iipplic:ilicW 44 KM,. 

NOH the scyucncc 5,. S,, , . . . must crrtainiy terminate because each application 

of RM 1 iI\ WC havL_ already seen reduces the number of nodes bb I. The alg:>rithm 

indeed tcrminatcs. 

.I‘hc second half of the result is Theorem 5.6. ‘7 
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Thus our synthesis procedure generates only well behaved schemes and it gcncr- 

ates all of them. 

7. A computational interpretation 

In this section we shall develop a formal interpretation for well behaved Khcmcr. 
The result will be a flow chart model of a class of distributed computations. or 

stated differently, a class of concurrent programs. 
A program modelled by an interpreted scheme will consist of operarion.~ and IP,S~ 

applied to a set of variables. A (distributed] s/are of a program will have tw,sr 
components: a control state and a value stare. A control state is a distribution of 
commission and omission signals over a set of locations. In other words, WC cha:(l 
view the arcs as locations and refer to the markings of the underlying scheme a> 

control states. 
In our model, the test:, will be associated with the C-nodes and the operation? 

with the &-nodes. An example of an interpreted scheme is shown in Fig. 7.1. It wi!f 
be convenient to postpone explaining what this program does. Actually. as it wilt 
turn out, what this program does is not all that interesting. But it does fulfill it& 

role; which is. to serve as a running example to illustrate the variou% parts OI the 

interpretation that we shall now develop. 
In what follows we shall work with the generic well behaved bp scheme HP= 

( C;, V,, A; Q, 2, M”). The corresponding interpreted scheme will be denoted b! 
HP. As mentioned earlier. [M”) is the set of control states of f@. 

7.1. The variables and their allocation IO &atinn.s 

U’ith BP we associate a finite non-cmptg indexed set of variahlcs 

x = {Xl, XI.. * . , x,,}. 

In Fig. 7. I. x. y, h, and I, are some of the variables associated with the program. 
Each x, assumes values over the domain II’. The set of concvrcahlc calur s/am (PI 

RP is denoted as 9 and is given by 

c~=I)‘x@x.. .xD”, 

Let gc- ‘2 be a value state. Then 5, denotes the ith component of C; the value of 
the variable .r, at this value state. A distinguished value state 4” called the MiaI’ 

value stale IS assumed to be given. 
Combining the control states and the value states we get the states of f@. ,Morc _- _ 

precisely, the set of conceivable stufes of HP is denoted as X and is given by 

X = : hf 0) x 2. 

The states that BP can actually visit during the course of the computation will 

be called the cases and are denoted as Y. As might be expected, (M”, 5”) is the 
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bl : =x 
tq:=y 
b2 = y 
t2 ‘Z-X 

\t;~!c m which the computation starts and is called the irliriul case-. In the next 

\utncction wc shall give a formal definition of ( after presenting the firing rules 

lor r#. 
WC now allc~ate to each arc !I 6: A a set of variables X,, c X through 

Crl:S-.+VAI. X,.=i*C! X(hcal(x)}. 

whcrc .P(At i\ the set of s&sets of A. Without loss of generality we shall assume 

that for each variable x. a/(x I z 0. The interpretation of al and X,, are as follows. 

t’ot a variable x. al(x) is all the locations in which x might find itself during the 

cout\c of thr computation. Xh is all the variables that can ever be present at the 

location h And the control state is used to indicate the presence and (explicit 



absence) of variables at locations. Let C = (M, 4) be a case of BP, h c_ A and r c: S,,. 
Then x is accessible ar b for the activity associated with Z(h) in the ca*e (’ if! b 

carries an H-token at M. In other words, x must IP present in h at C. 
We demand that al should be such that at each case, every variable is accessic‘!t: 

at exucrly one location. This is to ensure that the history of each vwriablc iy 

‘continuous’ (always accessible at at least one location) and is ‘unambiguous’ (never 

accessible at more than one location). Which does not of course rule out the 
possibility of executing a number of acti cities concurrently. 

Our solution to ensuring this, is sufficient in that not every ‘behaviourally con,- 
sistent’ BP will satisfy our conditions. However, our solution i\ simple and it come* 
with a number of additional-we think-elegant properties. Tile idea is to ii\!*(xii+‘I” 

each variable with a C-component of BP (see Definition 3.15). 

Let { BG’, BG’, . . . . BGk} be the set of V-components of BP where for I J i 5 k:. 
BG’ = ( V;, Vi, A’; Q’. Z’). We now define 

AL:X-(BG’.BG’... . ,BG’}, 

and derice al: X + Y(A) that we are after, as follows: 

for every x E X, al(x) = A’ wt,ere AL(x) = BG’. 

Thus our proposal is to allocate a variable to ali the arcs of exactly one r- 

component. As an example. consider the scheme of Fig. 23(a) with its two I”- 
components shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Suppoce that X = {x,, x2. xl} and AL ar*chziatc% 
x, and x3 with thr left t-component and x2 with the right one. 

Then the resulting allocation of variables to arcs will bc as shown in Fig. 7.2. 

That the demand every variable should have a continuous and unamhigous his1oi.y 
ih now satisfied is brought out in the f(Jlowing theorem. 

( ‘1 .‘2*‘3) 
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l’#mmm 7.1. LPI BP be fhe pneric weI/ behaoed schenre. (BG’, BG’, . . . . BG*} 

thrsIlr~~t_corn~~nenrsnf BPandAL:X--{BG’,...,BGk}.ForbEA,letXt,= 
(x I- X ) AL( x) = f%’ and b E A’, the arcs of BG’}. Then for euery .M E [M”) (and for 

fhar ma/ter, erery M c [M”]) and euery I E X. 

PNJC& The prtmf easily follows from the definitions and Proposition 3.16. q 

We mention in passing that AL. is well defined because the set of V-components 

of it well khaved whcmc is non-empty: every arc is contained in a F-component 

according to Thcorrm 3.23. The additional benefits of this allocation method is that 

it icads to u)mc very r:yular patterns around the nodes. 

I’hc lir\t part of the theorem \tatC\ that the %amc >ct of variahlch is ;Illo~atcd to 

~11 the ;trc’\ that touch a r-nodc. Part I 2) \tiltc\ that for a &-node. the WI\ of 

\itri;lhl~\ illl(KiltCd 10 thr input arcs arc pitiir-wise disjoint as ~ISO the *ets Al’ variables 

all(~atctl to the output arcs. The last part states that in our scheme\ variables are 

ncithcr crcatc’cl nor dotroyrd. 

Intuicr\cl\. .Y. 14 ~hc \ct of \;lrl;lble\ thz node w has acct’~ to during an H-tiring. 

‘GM gi\cn it WIUC \tatc 6 HC Hill often have to work with that sub-vector of i 

uhtch qxxltic\ the values of the \ariahlo acrcAhle from the node w. For this 

purpw the I’olba ing notatron Hill come in hiandy. L.et wt \’ and A, = 
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bi,, xi,, . . . 9 xi,,,} with i, < i2 < . + - -c i,,, (nr B 1). Then, 

9 ,v,=D,,XDi,X.‘.XDi,,, and ltw,=(l,,,C,... . ,l,,., I. 

In what follows we will assume for every node that we encounter that the SCI trf 
variables accessible from that node is non-empty. Where we, wish to drop rhi+ 

ass’jmption, we will do so in a loud and clear manner. 

‘i’urning now to the operations in E’ we associate a function fU with each &-ncK11: 
u. f, is defined over the variables accessible from u: 

That for each such function the domain coincides with the range is a technicalrtr 

forced on us by the third part of Theorem 7.2. It is, however, just that, a technicali’y. 
and not a serious limitation. h, can leave a number of variables in X,, unaffected: 
u can be used for pure synchronization by setting f, to be the identity function. 

As for the tests, with each V-node u, we associate a family of (test) predicae.9 
( Ph ( b E 0’) indexed by the output arcs of v, Eiich predicate is defined over the *CI 

of variables accessible from t: 

Ph: T,, ,+{true. false} (hc c’). 

P,, is said to be an exit condition for the V-node u. In an H-firing of c, Ph determing:! 

whether the output arc h may get an H-token. In this fashion, the exit conditions 
can be used to steer the course of the computation. In general, more than one exit 
condition may be true at a case where the V-node in question is H&able; we permkt 
non-deterministic computations. It is also possible that none of the exit condition* 
of a V-node hold at a case even though every input arc carries a token with exact:! 

one of them being an H-token; @can have deadlocks even though the underlyir::: 
control mechanism, which is what BP is. has been wired to be deadlock-free. 

We can now deal with the firing rules. 

Definition 7.3. Let (M’.5’). (M*.&‘)E(M”)XC/. 
(I) Let w be a node such that X, =fl. Then (M’. C’)Qw)(M’. 6’) ifi M’[w)M’ 

in BP and 6’ = j’. 
(2) Let c be a V-node. Then (Ml, &‘)[U)(M’. 6’1 iH 

(a) M’[c)M’ in BP, 

(b) 6’ -4’. 
(c) if b E c’n Mf,. then P,(g:, *) = true. 

(3) Let u be a &-node. Then IM’. i!)[u)(M’, 5’) iH 
(a) M’[u)M’ in BP; 
(b) if u may L-fire at M’ in BP. then 5’ -1 g2; 

(c) if u may H-fire at M’, then &t’U, =f.(gci,,! and for Xi ti X,,, 4,’ = gf. 

The relation 1) specifies the transformation of the state effected through a node 
firing in IF. 



If a f-node I’ fires, the control state is changed as in BP, and the value state 
remains unchanged. If the outftoing arc 6r L” is to get an H-taken as a result of the 

H-tiring of I’. thrn the exit condition for h must be true. Thus the tests associated 
Hith a r-node come into play only during H-firings which is how it should be. If a 
&-node II fire\ at a \tatc. then the control state is once again changed just a\ it 

would be in W. In an L-firing the value state remdins unchanged; the operation 
a\*twiated Hith II is omitted. In an H-firing the values of the varlahles accessible 

from u are changed as \pecificd by the function J, adgned to u. The variables that 
;trc not accessible from u are not affected. C-onseqwntly. in general. a good many 

tc\t\ and operation\ can proceed concurrently. 

‘I he \et of caw~ now i\ the \et of states that can be reached lrom the initial case 

thrcwplr node firings. .More precisely. we can define the following. 

IbHnl#k~~ 7.4. f. the \ct of C‘;IW\ of er’ i\ the smallest subset of states given b! 

(1, (“I - t .M”. 4°F. 4. 
t 21 if C”. f ;md for \omc node w and \ome \tiltC C’-‘. C”UW)C-‘. !hcn II”< i. 

In the intcrpretcd bp \chcme BP. we WIII have two special kinds of no&c called 
K-trrt&~ I K fc;r rcccitc) and S-twdc9.s IS for wnd). An K-no& will have one dangling 
input ;Irc and an S-node one dangling output zlrc. l‘hc! behave like &-nodes except 
for I.-tiring\ in which the dangling arc‘\ do ncjt participate. In Fig 7.3 \hoMing the 
\;tri;ll*lc ;t+~lgnmcnt ;mtl the liring rule\ for K- :Ind S-nodes. the dangling arc\ are 
IlldiCittld h! yuipply linc4. 

I hc cntironmcnt i\ cxpcrtcd to \cnJ only Ii-tokens along iI dangling input arc. 
It cxpcct4 to rccci\e only Ii .tokcn\ illong dangling output arc\. In an tl-firing. all 
input ilr2\ t)f an K-~wclcle mu\t c;trr> II-token\; in an L-firing. the dangling arc ih 
Icnorcd. U’hcn ~1 S-nc~tlc II-fire\. all output arcI get :m tl-token; in an L-firing. 
111~ tl;mplin~ itrc tlocs not get an> token. 

In the intcrprctcd \chcmc \houn in t:ig. 7. I. thcrc is just one K-node which 
IC’ZCI\CI input\ Irom the cnvironmcnt and ju\t one S-node through which the scheme 
\cnd\ c)ut the tinill output. Howcvcr. UC’ mq Ao USC’ ;I proper combination of S- 
.~nd K-node\ to intrtducc ii kind of block \tructurc Into our schemes. 

Inturtr~cl~. UC consider it hkn,k to hc an ‘arc-like’ \ub-scheme. i.e.. subscheme 
uhlch rn:l\ rcplilcc. or cXplic;ltc. in an interprctcd schrmc. a &-node with exactly 
(WC mput .rnd one tru:put arc. In Fig. 7.4 HC show two typical patterns that 
HC ~c~rltl IAc 10 bc ahlc to trc:tt iIs hlock~. an iteration la) and a feed-hack (or 
clci.~!. or \tclragc I t h). Ihrth arc il\\umctl IO ure an external variable x and internal 
1 alI IhlC )‘. 

(k’~rl,. ncithcr of the INO pattern% can cafcly rcplacr a one-in/one-out &-node. 
I hc itcratic)n mil) rcceivc an H-token at its input but deliver an L-token in return. 
;\dtfItjO~itll!. the ;~lloc;~tion of the v;lriahlc\ cannot be made consistently. The 



I3 -_$ 
R - node 

6 -9 
5 - node 

feed-hack will hc in B deadlt~k ;I\ won I!S it rcccivc\ an I,-token. li\ing :I proper 

combination of H-no&a and S-no&s. howcvcr, the two patterns an hc encapwkwd 

in such a way that the resulting schemes hchavc in the tlrGrcd furhion. ‘I hi\ i’r shctl:n 

in Fig. 7.5. 

Thus through a systematic application of the H-node\ and S-node*. cpnc an 

construct highly modularized and fairly romp!cx programc. 

, (a) (b) 
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7.+. 7hu mumpke uml some remurks 

V/C +all now hricfly indicate what the interpreted scheme of Fig. 7.1 does. We 

arc given a discrcti chain (X: 5 ). For each clement x there is an immediate 

pececessor denoted as Ox and an immediate successor denoted as x0. Hence if 

.r c- y, then x0+: y and x 5 “y, We assume two special elements I and T which are 

not i,l X. If the chab has a least element x, then Ox = I and “1= I by convention. 

If tht chain has a greatc$t element y, then yO=T and T” =T by convention. 

‘lhl* problem is. givt:n two elements x and y. to determine whether x s y or y c x. 

Wc ac\umc that for c;sch x we czzn compute “x and x0. For reasons that we do not 

cvnh t, t go into here. it is convenient to treat the H-nodes and S-nodes as &-nodes. 

as far IS the variable arsignmcnts arc concerned. As a consequence, the variables 

that c~mc into a rhemc (input variables) are the same as the variables that leave 

the sch:mr (output variables). (%ice again this is a technicality and not a serious 

limitati~~n. In our example. the final value of y will indicate the answer. If x s- y 

initially the tinal \aluc of y is set to T. If y. X. the final value of y is set to 1. As 

iI honuv the linal value of .r will bc ‘approximately’ half-way between the initial 

VillUCS 01’ .t iItlll y. 

At the initial case. the scheme waits for the inputs x and y. The computation is 

linirhcd if one of the prcdicatcs [h, - I,] or [h, = I:] becomes true. This will lead 

thrcluph :I suitable H-firing of the corresponding t-node to the coding of the results 

cbntql the I newt output variables x and y. Finally. this will cause the H-tiring of the 

%nt~lc in~liL;rting th;lt the cnvironmcnt has been presented with the results. The 

whcmc will then wait for tbc next pair of inputs IO arrive. 

l‘hik e~mplc also illustrates some of the things that can be done to make an 

inte:rprcteti \<heme looh iike a How chart rcprescntAon of a program. As done in 

illi r\;tmpl.‘. cone ei1n suppress a great deal of the information concerning allocation 

(II \;1r1;tblrb IO arc\. I’hc pcrint. howcv,y. ia.. one cnulrl complete the p1cturc in a 

\\stcnltiltlc f ,~hic~l ;111d chcch \h hcthcr iti correct allocation function has been cho\;cn. 

+ct~ltlly ML II;IW used an II -I IICN-I I \I construct in place of a small T-subschyc: 

OIICC’ .I+III~ I,I order to avoid cluttering up the diagram. Bv a suit.ible use r)f the 

11ilcrl:ltc INWL’~ V.C can alsO ‘implement’ and use a IJO--\\ 1111 I- construct (as already 
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indicated in the previous section). In this fashion, a good deal of the succinctne+\ 
and readability of sequential textual language can be transpo. ted to intcrprrt:d 
schemes. 

What we can not do is dynamically create (and destroy) variables. More impor- 

tantly, at this stage, we cannot have shared data structures that can be accessed !n 

an exclusive mode from different parts of the program. However, by using slightly 
more complex interface nodes we know how to get around :his problem. We however 
do not wish to go into details here. For a more elaborate presentation of the 
computational interpretation the interested reader is referred to [ 71. ‘lherc WC hare 
also worked out a more interestin: example, consisting of a highly asynchronint\ 

unbounded stack which can grow and shrink on demand. 

8. Jnsmls!lion 

The mc :ivation for the study reported here was to better understand the intcrf,lay 

between choice and independence (of actions) in the context of distributed syste m. 
While net theory offers the tools for clearly distinguishing between the phenom na 
of causality, independence and choice, and while we were reasonably familiar w#th 
this theory, we decided to carry out the work under the banner of Petri nets. What 
was needed was a suitable model. And WC decided to construct one based on hvc 
and safe marked graphs in order to play it safe (sorry!). That live and %afe mar&cd 

graphs have an extensive theory can be guessed from the selected summary pi ‘cn 
in Section 2. It is also amply documented in the literature [3. h. 13, 141. The reaJor 
would surely agree that we have thoroughly exploited this theory to develop ‘:ur 
results on bp schemes. The point is, the decision to base our model on live and *ufc 
marked graphs has paid rich dividends. 

The, at first sight bizarre, idea to explicitly represeut omissions of actions through 

L-tokens is crucial for establishing a fruitful connecton with marked graphs. WC 
believe that this idea also has some independent merits. It has led us with no ifs and 

buts to the notion of good behaviour. It has qened up the possibility of establishing 
strong links between intuition regarding what constitutes ‘good’ structure zuul 
formally provable bebd;rioural propetries, Halt has made extensive attemptr$ t( 
denote explicitly omissions in modelling system [U]. His concerns however go much 

deeper and his game board is much larger. As mentioned at the very beginning: of 
this paper, we decided to carry out our study in a very restricted setting. The 
importance of omission signals and the roles they play (or could play) in systems 

in general and organizational systems in particular has been often pointed out by 
Petri [20]. 

In developing the theory of bp schemes the focus of attention has been t:te 
synthesis problem. The obvious reason is, given our original motivation, it was the 
best way to gain a deep understanding of the m;xlel. In attacking ihe synthrsis 
problem we have indeed gained \ottre insights and discovered a few facts. ‘tile 
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general insight is that in our schemes at least. there is an intimate relationship 

bctwecn choice and irldependence. And often this relationship can be expressed as 

a beautiful duality reliltion. Now we turn to some of the individual results. 

When the L-tokens %Irc ignored, well behaved schemes turn out to be a sub-class 

of live and *ale free t hoice nets (Theorem 3.13). And in fact they lie properly 

ktwecn live and safe !‘ree choice nets on the one side and live and safe marked 
gaph* and state mach,nes on the other side. Through these relationships, well 

behaved scheme\ inherir the important and elegant structural properties of live and 

wfc free choice nets (Tlmeorem 3.23). 

WC habc aho c\tablisbcd that in a hp scheme one cannot choose between pood 

hchaviour and bad bchavour within a marking class (Theorem 4.10). We know that 

;I acll bchavcd whcmc iL c\scntially determined by its underlying marked graph 

( I hcorcm 4. I I). Indeed. ,I the \tronper result WC conjccturc in this direction (the 

wcond conjccturr at the end of Section 4) is trur. then the synthesis procedure can 

tw grc,Itl! Gmplificd. One CiIn ju+t gcncratc well-formed bp grrrpks. i.c., those Ihat 

wt tw cndowcd *, “h a gaH!d marking. To do so. a much simpler version of T>, out 

III which H’C mcr cn\urc that the targcr bp graph is strongly connected. can hc 

u~d. Once Ihc rquircd ~cll formed bp graph has been generated. then viewing it 

it\ it dipritph wc can pivc it I ‘pray’ marking and get a live and safe marked graph 

(Ior tIctail\. *cc [hII. Fin;dl,. uGn;: the idea qgc\tcd in the proof of Theorem 4. I I. 
U&S c;m ccwtrcrt thi\ q;ly mai king to LI colourcd marking to obtain iI well bcl~avcd 
\t+icins. 

I IIC next rcAt 01 intcrc\’ is I’ttcorcm h.4. It idcntilics three kinds of k& 

~tru~.tur;ll dcfrct\ in ill IwhaV~~l whww*. Stittd Jiffcrcntly, it sho\h> three improper 

H;I~\ of c~~mbimng choice mcl concurrent!. To diltc. Thcorcm 6.4 is the bcq 

structurirl rr\ult HC’ hitvc. WC cvcn conjccturc that the rl;w of ncll formed bp 

craph4 CM bc cctmplctcl!, char.t<tcri/~d with the help of the three pattern\ idcntilied 

III thi* rc*ulI. I hclwcm h. I 2 h.14 ;I grain of Iplca\;lntl \urpri\c to it. Often wh;tI 

c~~n*lilutc~ ‘good’ \tructurc i4 \l ttlcd through :lp~ill~ to tradition. good scnsc ;~nd 

tartr*. f N~BI IlIitt WC arc \trongl) ~~ppo~tl to thc\c thing\., For ./ lf..F though wc gcI 

WW~C tangible conlirmiltion of t’lc intuition that it i\ it cla>\ of ‘well \IrucIurcd’ 

c~I~I~YI~. I lq turn out to bc preri+ the object\ which h;rvc the hvlIrr~i,~ltrr~/pr(~/ert? 

44 bcmp ~cll bchavcd foruards irnd b;lckw,Ird\. 

I urmng to the \ynthe\i\ procc lure. OIII’ tr;tn\form;ttioII rulch ;Irc not the only 

im:~gIII;1bl~ 0111’~. N’c h:t\c WICCICCI them mainly bcciIu\c they arc convcnicnt to 

\\clrl \rtth ;$c .1x Ilcjt \urc Ihilt t!lcv c~~lsIitutc iI nlinim;ll $ct. lndccd wc arc yet 

10 IJLVIII~\ &I u~~ll-l~d~t~cd \chcmc lor con\trucIing which UC hcrw to make ubc of 

I II I\ iii*1 IllilI MC thb ililt hnou- h0H 11.) probe lhe amplcteness result for the 

\ni~111~*~ ~-1 +)I rulc.4. IIIc I~:\cI\L~ 01 I'<. I~;IIII+ K,. is nccdsd in the proof of 

1 cW1111~ (1.4 u IIICII 14 crucial lor proving thitt cvrry well hchavcd irreducible scheme 

I* c’l~m~.rItq. WC l \pcct Ihot if 7.. cot~ld bc dropps:l .!. then ;l more attractive size 

I.KI*v :u~tl c~c?nqurnIl) ;I ICW painful proof of complctcne~~ can bc worked out. 

\\ I’ L’~Wld VICM our triin~form~ition~ iltld Irduction\ ilS imply ;Ittcmpts to restructure 
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d net model while preserving certain properties. In this context. similar work ha\ 

been carried out for larger classes of nets by Berthclot et al. [2], Andre [ l] and I rr 
live and safe marked graphs by Murata [ 181. The main difference is that our rv:It:\ 
provide a solution to the synthesis pr Jblem whereas in the papers cited abovc. fhc 

aim is to simplify, wherepossible, the analysis problem or to provide a partial solut ioq 

tcr the synthesis problem. 
Section 7 is to be viewed as a first step toward transferring the knowledge th;+t 

has been obtained about bp schemes to concurrent programs. Here we have mcrc;,y 
a model-but we hope an interesting model-of a class of distributed computatirj4tc. 
However, WC have tried our best to nlakc the interpreted schemes look like progranr. 
What we have gained at this stage is that notions like T-component\ and YI- 
components can be readily transported to the interpreted schemes. We have a& 
shown that the theory of bp schemes can be used to develop results on the Ialter 
above. We have in mind Theorems 7. I and 7.2 where we have exploired the noti. m 

of F-components to identify a class of interpreted schemes, that are guaranteed 10 
have some consistency properties. What we would like to do in the future is tram; et 

the insights on the synthesis technique to the level of interpreted schcmcs. i.e.. UJ 

develop rules for synthesising and manipulating interpreted schemes in ‘meanin :- 
preserving’ ways. Here the technique3 reported by Rourairol in 12.71 nnght provil.:c 

\omc guidance. 
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